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'rho purpose of' this thesis is to ir..tegrate for the prospective 
teacher still in college, und the teacher in service, the theory and 
practice of the leading band teachers ir. the country through the medium 
of the ensemble class method. 
!n this era of' new and modern educational trends, lt is only 
-"Ile.-turo.--1 tr~ut-----tl1ese -trend-s also fir.d their -:.vuy into t!:lr' field of· public I 
, ____ _..s...,o"-'"'ho_ol mu::d.o. With__irutreas_e_d __ e_nr_ollntent_ancLdeiT'.nnd_foi"_inst:t>umental 
musio in the schools, t~e teacher is fe.ced with m:1 increasingly complex 
~~----'---- ---
1 
task. In the past, with limited enrollment, a teacher cotlld instruct 
his p1~pils individus.ll:l, but with tto great numbers of stu:'lo!-:.bs no-u re-
ceivbg instrumental instruction, che tusl~ of teuchin,<J_; these studer:ts 
in·~ivid·u~llly with any degree of' efficiency is an impossi'Jle one in the 
average school. So the ·trend has been away f'rorn the ''individual method 11 , 
i!"l its strict form 1 to the no lass method" '\'Iherein the teacher instructs 
a whole gro~lP of begin~ers ~' t the. same ti.l11e 1 nsi:::1~ an ensemble 'boo~c de-
si~ned for this purposee B1:1nd method bool:s are generolly ·based on :"am-
ili~r sone; literature and are taught fro.l11 a melodiG ane rhylihmic appro.och. 
Tachnique is tau~ht with t;h;, use of unison exercis~s, as a generr.l :--ule. 
It is the concensns of. opinion that the modem· ensemble methods are more 
· .t'ascinating from a pupil und tea:}her standpohrt than the old t:rsditionsl 
indiYid~ul method boob;, because s musi~~al process is utilized for the 
acquisition of meohanicul skills rather than a n:echanical process being 
used f.'or tJM·attainment of mu~ic~tl technique. 
Clas.s 1.nstruction on band instruments in the schools datos from 






day it is a vtide ly accepted method of' instrumental i:':lstruction. When 
first irlt:~oduced 1 class less ona were ridbuled principally because no one 
had ever heard of instrumental instrUo'tion baing given in that waye It 
\'las soon proved, however~ that the method had several distinct advantages. 
E:duc~n;ion!!lly, class lessms are an adv~nce over individUEt! wor'k because 
of' the colhcti ve spirit thoy generate; because of their emphasis on co-
operative and musical unity and accompanying social implications; and be ... 
osuse of their economy of teaching time. One or the objeotives of this 
thesis will be to determine the efficiency with which the various methods 
-~--
attempt to surmount the somewhat abnormal situatio!!s occasionally in .. · 
"':'olved in the teaching; of all instruments at onoe. 
The procedure that was fol:}.owod in writing this thesis was, as 
the title irr,plies, threefold: a survey of all ensemble band methods a-
vailable; a. critical analysis of the methods; and a comparison of th.cso 
rriathbd s. 
• • •.•;J,:.i.: •. ' ':"~~-· • 
·The method books were obtained by writing to every knovm P'ib-
lisher in the United States fo:r books of this type of instruction. Co-
operating with me in this task were Miss Dorothy Bray of' Fuhrman Music 
Company, Stockton, and Miss Mary El:i.zabeth White of the ·west Coast ot'f'iee 
of C~rl Fischer, Inc.,· Los .Angeles. Many publiohing houses do not carry 
sohool:J.ristru..-nental material, confining their materia 1 to Yocal or piano 
lHcra·t:tlr~, while other pub lis hers devote themse lva s almost exo Ius i'ife ly 
to instrumental music for school ensembles. The three leaders of the 
lattor are Carl Fischer, !no., Rubank, and Jenkins, who have an almos·t · 
unlimited array or school music literature. 
In analysbg the vnriov,s methods, the laboratory typo of pro-




thei: effoctivenoss and s'ho:rtcoming;s in ·bho Lathrop and Va11 All€·Tl el-9 ... 
montary schools, locf\ted in Snn Jooqu in County. The cl.!lss pr oceduro was 
not ussd in the ~xperimencation. Bach student's ren,t1.ons were~ studied 
individually, a:nd his general fntelligonco and natural :nusical v.ptitued 
ware token into considerr1tion in tho final evaluution of. tho ofi'eotive-
ness of a method's procodure. Naturally the advanced students studied the 
more advanced problem~ of a methoo. Sixteen begin::1ers and eighteen s.t'U .. 
dents in variotts stages of' progression were observed in the usa of' the 
methods. The beginning student was given a method book, and his reaction 
to the presentation of the various problems was carefully notod. In de-
termin1ng which m.ethod most effectively introduced and developed a cer-
tain problem" soma Students wore subjected to the different approa~hes 
~ 
to the same problem.!.$ Other students stud1.ed in one book for a whoh" 
semester. 
, 
"'"For example, one of my yo:.mr; clarinet pupils in. tho third grade of' the 
Lathrop sohool v:as experiencing difriculties in crossi~g the bresk on 
his instrun<mt due to· the s:rnllness of his fingers. The ·:::hange :t'ro~n low 
E to middle B, us taught in the l!Iancini book, produced a squeak beaause 
the. i'ing;er stretch was -coo r;reat for this particular st~~e of instruction. 
I then gave the bo:r the van Deusen book which crosses the brer.ik by using 
tho three-fingered middle C to high G, and h9 produc9d the high tono with 
a fair amount of ease. The subsequent exercises moved slowly dovmward 
from the G and in a short time the boy was playing the diffiouh notes of 





There are four general plans of organization for Beginning Band 
Classes with the use of Ensemble Method Books. 
I. ·rhe Vr.nolesalo Plan, with all String, Woodwind, Brass, and 
-Percussion instruments ·because of 
conditions, are forced to t ak_e_~ll_:i._r.l'J_t_;ol.Unen_l;~j.n _QlliLQl.~§_:.:;_,_in~11ld bg~~~~ 
strings. Most; music educators a~ree that ·bhe inc l'.lsion of' strings in 
a band instrument class is undesirable. Strings generally begi:.i. with 
sharp keys, while brsss and woodwinds begin in flat keys. Because of 
.. this fundament a 1 fact any methoo boo 4: writtnn t() combine v-"Tind and 
stri!".gad instru;nents in one class wi 11 handicap one group and favor the 
other. It is advisable to avoid Plan I. If, for example, the teacher 
has but one period daily for all instruments, bettor results will be 
obtained if the strings are taken a lone for part of the period and thG 
other instruments are taken alone for part of the period. 
II. The FullBa·nd Plan, with all band .instruments in one class. 
The plan provides an opportunity for varying drill processes, for teach"' 
ing dynamics, ensemble ba lP-nee, tempi• form, and instrumental timbro in 
addition to the fundamentals of' muaio; i.e~, tone produc'l:;i<?n and rhythmic 
'). ·. : : ·. ::~:: . 
1· . . 
Only mothods for bands will be considered in this thesis. There are e 
. nll!Tlher or orchestral methods avai.lahle; but beoa'Jso of t:OO presence of 
stringed instruments in the ensemble, the in.tegration of tho t1:o seocions 
of' the orchestra (s·bringed and wind instrunents) is not pructic::.l for 
closs instrucbion, becnuso of the dii':'orenca in problems~ the predqmi::1 .. 
·a nee of sharp keys for the. wind instru.'C.ents, and the loss of ti~e !'or 
vtind instru:nents •.-:hila emplwsis is pluced on the s·trinE;s. · 
2 
probb'lls. It con be seen that in spite of the fact that tho general prin-
\ 
oiples of. good performance arc too same for evory insbru:.1ent 1 the actual 
difficulties or atte.i::~ing a good performance <J.re diffe;:ant for every ins-
trument. 
III. Families of Instruments in ono class, that is, all woodwind 
instruments toecther in one c less, a 11 brass :'-nstruments 1::1 one class., 
and all percussion instruments in a class. This method has the ob'!.rious 
advantor:;e of dcali.ng with oerta:i.n oartnon proble:;ns, and the groups will be 
smallor, v1ith consequentl~r more individual attention given to each pupil's 
problerr.f>. 
IV. li!<e Instruments. J:.Ja·burally this is the most desi:reblo plan 
for class lessons, and is knovrn as the homogeneous or segregated clo.ss, 
or a separate class .r.'or each inst:ru.:ncnt. · 1'hus, c.ll th;; clar:!net:; meet 
by th3msebres, the tr1.m~poh have a oluss of' their own, all the trombones, 
horns, etc. This pbn enables the teacher to present oo.-n:non probhr:ns at 
all timos .• 
Unfortunately, tho last t-..•ro plt111s cannot be used by m~ny music 
teachers because of the lack of time~ so the Full Band plen is uaed4 It 
wi 11 be with this plan in view that· the Methods in this thesis will be 
evaluated. 
There arc Il'Jlny dangers and pitfalls involved :i.n tha use of' the 
Full. Band ensemble methods, and .the results might be nogatiye rather 
than positive. As the analysis of. band methods proceeds, it. ·nill bo 
pleinl;y seen that there are many theories of approach to the various 
proplcms • Many of the books can be used for ftlll band iMt;ruotiorJ, 
whits other books are totally inadequate fo~ this purpose, thou&h pro~ 
.f'easing to be adoqua~e and efficient. The f'ollowin~ is a list of essen-
----·-··-~-- •. ,.., "-.,;1:1 
3 
tials, for a heginni!lg bend method, and ·will form the basis or the crit-
ical analyzis of this thesi s
1
• 
1. Genera 1 instructions and :!.ni'orma tion pertaining to cn:re and 
ttso of tho instl'\.tl11cnt. 
2. Pictorial presontation of hand. wrist, nr:d embouohur(l positions. 











Correct starting; tones. 
Thorot!gh and logical presentation of fundamentals. 
All material progressively Arranged in teachable order. 
!v1usicul and melodicus exercises. 
Exercises to develop the use of all practical fingerings. 
Preferred fingerin~s freely incicatod. 
In)cerost'i n2; and r:;t;imulating procedure. 
S5.~ple and concise statements in foot;no·l:;es 1 exp lrddng to pupils 
and teacher why drill is necessary Or'. the fundamentals stressed. 
Supple:!'nentAry material for individual problems. 
Several exercises in the book which can he phtyed by all i:.Jstru- · 
ments together - to give full band experience. 
Scale exercises for the improvement of technical ~bility. 
Judi<:dous use of keys throughout the procedure2. 
Since the ensemble classes are ttsually large; the least amount of 
time taken f. or general explanations by the teacher will add, to the gen-
ere.l efficiency of the procedure.o Much time ean be saved by clear pre-
-~ 
·ensemble instructions in the care and use of the in~t!'uments.• Many 
1 . . 
Outlined b-..r Gerald R.; 
3~:.nds, p. 50 •. 
Prescott in his book Gettine; ~Gsults with Sch2.£! 
2~ro. 14 and 15 are ~r additions to r.!r. Presco·lit's list. 
4 
schools furnish the instruments to tho students; thcreforo reference ins-
tructions regarding oiling, cleaninr; After use, putting an instru:nerit 
togetl"er, ond dismantling it so ~:~s not to bend the keys or got thorn out 
of adjustment may save a great deal of repairing cost in a year's time. 
In addition to this, the student may forget an important factor while he is 
practicing at home, and tha instructions may be referred to for specific 
procedure. 
The hand,- 'irni.st and rnouth positions are very important in produc--
i:n the first in_rut,s_,:_flnd-if-they--a~o-used -con·e otly-at- first,---a--co11:-d1-
tioning process will be set up and the student wi 11 always do the1!1 cor-
reotly. · On the other hand, if a student learns to produce a no~e in-
correctly, it is a difficult task to break the habit and rearrange his 
embouchure. The use of pi~tures and diagrams is a great bid in helping 
the student achieve correct embouchure, and should be un intep·al part 
of' every methoo book. It viill be seen i..'1 the survey of ~~othoo booJ.;s 
that the pictures given, if any, are as a rule very poor from an inform..o 
atiYa vievipoint, because the pictures are too ·small or unclear. Xo idea 
of embouchure can be obtairi.ed, and the only remaining advE;ntnge of the 
picture is· that they show the instrument and the correct method of hold..; 
ing it. 
The fingering charts should be simple and adequate enough to en-
able the student to determine an unknown fingering by himsel~ without 
bothering the teacher. The fingertn~s included in the chart should be 
complo·be oriour,h to enable a player t.o obtain all of the notes in tho 
book. On th13 other hand, the alternate fingerings should be so inciioated 
as not to co!'.fuse the student •. ·and their uses nnd advantoges-should be 
made ver3r olenr as. problems arise in which their use ·fn demandedl. 




One of the cri ti~isrns of the band ertsemble methods is that cor~ 
reot starting tones Are impossible for a 11 bstlcuments in emwrnble be-
cause of the variety of' the .f.undamr:lntal keys of the instrunents. 1'his 
has boen proved to be untrue, and many methods use stari::ing tones other 
than the trnditional open note, or Cas the esse nmy be. Some metnods 
use notes that will >.1ot blend in ·ensemble, and consequently introduce 
the starting notes in a Bb concert chord. This works vel"'J succese:t'ully 
f llf , :t J '\..,.... I • .. _... _.. t• ,L. 1 i • - because-the chord- is na:~ura.:...~.y ;:;oap-cth·.te -vo a.r.J. J:HJ 1:1s runer ..... s, W•l en 
11-------fired omina te in band_insJa-u:nentvtion ec-Th e-olar-inets- msy--p-lay-rirst-line----
E 'l'l'i th '~v1o finGers 1 
. 1 
or op~m G • Trunpets may play open C or G und trom-
bones plE<y open F. Eb horns play low D 7ri th the first ·.;ah·e down .. 
Flutes, oboes, and rassoons pluy For Bb2 • Thus, all of' the instrur.wr.l;s 
start their Lones et the sa.tne. time o.nd the players rccei YG the !laded 
benefit o.f becoming; ac:)us·totT'.od to hearing other tones beside their ov.!:, 
and becominG ccnditioned o b the outset to ·b.be ir1portar.t pY"ocodu:re of 
playbg in tunc. ·rhere Dre two P.'.nin opinions £-mohg teachers in regard 
to the. rhyth,.T. o::' s·barting tones •. · One opinion is that the starting tones 
shoul:J cons is-~ of whole notes vd th all instru_ments in unison, to insure 
correct breathin;; a.nd intonation. The other opinion advocates the start-
ing of tone.c "J'Jith h&rcnonization, ·thus relieving monoton;y·, creating more 
l 
T!1ore has been much controversy among; tencoors over the first note to ce 
r "'l""'Sed O"' '''Oo"'··•..;nr1s· ~o~-.......... ..,._,..~.L~...,v ,,.., O'''"', ·'·on"'·.,·,.. ·'·'··e· eas1' est J. · · t. -.:;! ...... LA, _.. ;.~ .; ••. '.'.'.~'····· -~ ' ioJ ;I!•.,. (..;.{:);,. ~), • .:;. V.,J....:. ... Q ~..:.l. ,!:''_. ..... 1J .Q '-• ._;. ·.J~1 . l.IQ €,8 
and free fi'O"l "squa~\·ks'' due to noc cl osini"J' th_e fin'"er holes ade~uotcl'"· 
t 1 •· I 1 t . 0 tJ 1 . J I o ners sayJ.::'le; -~u.: or!e or marc finp;er::. on u key or hole •,·rill a!'.f'ord a 
steady grip _on !;~1e ir:st:':"ttrnent, thus 6na"blinr; the ;J layer to stenc:>p Uw 
horn, nnd embouonure, and got the "feel" of' tho horn. 
2~. c· . . . . . 
. · :wo . in::tr''-1'71<.'ni:.;, hr.·ve G.lle.l"l .. ""."r·t t.-rO'l' ...;..,l~, r:ut· · · · t ,_ f' · · 
\A> . - - - su:co 'l;LiC:f mus c . fntor tlw 
flat ;-;:v•_,~s .J.'t 1."' f",u-v-~ n.·-:· 01"". ~t·r-·-'1 ·:,o. ~ ,.. '1' J. '. .. • '. 1 . . 
v , - I:' _.._,,, ' - u •.;v •. .:1 cl. on ~;J:.cm l!'1111ec!la.te y to tho so 
·keys; since tho actual play in?; of o fln t is jtwt o s oasy as a natura 1. 
ir.tatoly is (;o l;c utili::.ed. Tho only rigr~~ ::;ns•::er l:io those opinior:s iu 
one ·;;e.::; o~hers r1rri•.rc !1t the same GouJ by u;;,ing; the othcl·· m.ethod. It 
·is en ost&!:-lishod fact thet "lo~1g toncsr1 uro the only mcuns of s.chie·.rir:g 
a. clear, full to!'le quality .::.nd adequDt(~ enbouc.hure, thus cste.l::>lishir;g 
te:r notes ~-Jt th~ outset say that lon; bo~1cs slloulc l::0 played t.t ho:::.u, 
rhe vital f'ae:tor of tiwrour;h 13.nd logical prosonta tio;:;. of' the .f'un,d-
amentnls o:f' music i;:; s oretime3 o.lar:.tingly inndoqt.\a (;e in thp mcbhods -Go :Ce 
Verv fr:.m ·of them nrEJsc:nt :::.:::d doveloo the "Vnl'ious 
V L L 
rhythmic pro"cl~,;ms co:crpletcly enough to cnc.b1c tho studer.ts to transfer 
the kno·Nbd.;o gained i'n the '"'lethod o7.sr to (;i1o pluyir:s of ::.arches nnd con-
cert pie~es. Much '.vil.l bo said hter ca.."lce::ning the prosenbation, devel .. 
opment n~d proz_ression of tho rhyth':1ic, cou:z-:.ting, and ra!'lco problems th::.t 
Naturally, the more musiMl and ::lolodiou.s a:wrdsas 110ntained in 
a procedure, the better: for th'3 studenJcs in obtaining actua 1 playing ex-
perienca • .A judicious choice of fa.!!rl.l:l.&.r tu~os, and the alt0rnation of 
drill ·,vith theso pie.ces \\·111 m.n~e for a. more :interesting .and stimulating 
procedure, 'd£>reby ~redting motivgtion f'or mo:re concentrated eft"ort on 
1·" . . . 
. £Ach ch~t,?to:r of' c!1h thesis ·:1ill proscm-c .a.r. ou :;u~1t> of the; so,1uan~6. ()f 
pro~lcr:~s u~ ::.ttackc:! by ,HJC!l !'!:P.thod, ;·;i·~L t.lE, n\.rn;.10r o:' :3J::--::rds6s devoted 
to oiicr. step, rhyti·~~;ic fi.~;tt~ec uo:1d b D.p p·oach for (}la:Uty, and the 









the pa'rt o~ the studant. 
Sircplc Rnd concise footno·tes are very essential to a met}wc book 
ir: order to mrt~~c the mutoril:.l meaningfull to th<J student und help hi.'ll. to 
understand an ro!nain aware of the !)roblen: with a minimum of' effort on 
the part of the tEJacher. 
Addi tiona 1 drill rne.teriul for. the individu::1l Foblems confronted 
by the V!ll'iOJ S. instl'l.U:I.~.mCS during the pr Ogl'GSS Of this procedure 1 ShoUld 
- -be an-il::LG.is;_J;:;nsible-ractor in every method. Th(>se supplementary exercisos 
11-------a]'_e___means~of___achi-e-v-ing~"Clte-homogenietywh ich -is-so- important- •Kh-en--suclJ. a 
wide variety of instrwr.ents are group(:d together as in the case ir. full 
band ensemble.· Protlems such as the clarinet's "crossing the brea·1~" 1 , 
alternation of fingcrinr,s. for difficult passa~:;es, trombone slurs, horn 
a±'terbt~~ts, etc., can be !:m\phasized and j)!'a(lticed at home, or in a special 
olass session, without disrupting the regula~· class procedure. This 
eliminates an unnecessary idleness in one or. more sections of the band, 
and keeps the whole class studying co.'Thnon problems. 
Too little stress is pluced Up'on scale and arpeggio exercises in 
1 . 
To go through the transition fro'!:l the lo'::er register to the hit;}1 is one 
·of thE~ mo.s-G di:'+'icult problems vrith which a begiw:~,ing;. clarinetist is con-
fronted. This transition is co:nm.oc1ly called "eros sir..6 u-.c bre11 1:.:'t. There 
has been t'lUCh discussion· a~·1onr~ teachers concerning; the most effid-;:mt. 
method o:' crossing the -ur'3t.1c in the vtoodNinds. It hes been cenorally con:.. 
ceded that the old method of r~oh:r; rigl:lt up the scale is impra<itical 
ir.asmuoh as it involves too. :rfldioa '1 a· clwng'3 from the lone top A key of' 
f1 cls.rir.ot {or the one-fingered B kay of the oboe or flutoJ etc.) to the 
7-i'i:r.,gered B of' tlw clarinet (D of' the o~oc, flute, etc.). The f'ir:.gors 
do not closa thair designated holes tightly enough, and th1:) rosultan·c 
leakage o:f air prohibits a clear tone and p::-od~cos u squeak. £he co!'ltro-
vel'SY now arises . .,._·hether to pross the ootayc k~y v1hi lc ~bying lo'l't E and 
producin.; }:igh Bb, or to i:) lay middle C wit~'l 3 fingers and press the 
or.to.vo ~~o~r, tr;us producJing hi;sh G. ;.~~my tcnchers think that uair:g only 
3 fin;:.:,ors w5.1J, :t;e less i~~Jtt.Se for air le;1l:z.;:;•:~ than ;•:ottld he the caso ii' 
. tha oth:!r 3 .fir::;ars of til.~ ::-icht hand were doNn. l'he wind pres:.;ure, hov;-
. ev0r 1 is not . so great in o'!:otaining the E as it ·::ould bo in the case of 
























rr1odern rr:ethoos, but it; in only through thi3 sort of' cri11 thot f'ncilitiy I 
o~ technLluo, use of a ltcrnate fin=-:erine;s, and '..:ffidcn~y of' rcn<.1ir.g 
are achieved. 
A judicious use of keys is al s 0 v0ry ir:1portunt in the developr1f:nt 
of youn?; instrumentaliots~ Too r.:eny times, a l'"'Ptiloo dwells ·too long on 
one key, tmref'ore creat;ing a 11Key of C11 consoiousncss in the student. 
Much changing of keys ar.d drill in chro1natic changes should occur in the 
band-ensemble mebhod, "tjhis thesis ·will b9 f1<?voted to ~;~ critical ovs.lua ... 




BOSHTG A:KD BLO'.'f!NG KEENAN and SCEIAG'SR 
As.it.s name implies, BCJ/!'ING AND BLOWING :h;v·olvoa stringed as 
well us wind instrtL>nents:, and should not be considered in this thos:i.s. 
Since strir:gs und ·.vind~ are not comb:tned, h£mever:. and each seotion 
is to be de,re loped sqp3rately, this !11J3lthod wi 11 be considered as n band 
method. Tiw writers, Gf)orge Keenan and Wilfred Schlager, have used 
this procedure irt mE1nuscript f'orm in bhe Kansa City, lv!issouri, school 
system f'or ;r.any years with notc'!)le success. Tha method vms publishedl 
in 1934 by Jenkins Music Companyo 
The procedure is very short, containing only 41 exercises-. 
R.hythrn is st~·ossed fro•u the start by use of piano accompanin:ent, end 
the use of' stepping, clapping and chanting. 
The following is a genera 1. outline of' the sequence of problems 
e.ttockod in this course: 
E:x:. 1 2 '!/hole notes and rests. (Starting tone is F) 
Ex. 3 - Ra1f' Notes: .. · 
Ex. 4 5 Quarter notes: ' r I I ,.,,., I r~ (~ \ . 
F.Xo 6 ·- 10 Eighth notes: D J \. 
Ex. 11 3/4 tiri1e · 
~' 
Ex. 12 11 6/8 tirr.e: \ I II rn m l. - #• ,~ ,,, 
Ex. 15 ~ 17 Slurs. De~reloped stepwise 9nd on in·cerva1s of.' a third. Half. 
quarter and eighth notes. 
Ex;. 18 - 21 Dotted. quarter note followed by an eighth. 




Ex. 22 - 23 Sixteenth notos1 dotted eighth noco followed' by e. sixteenth., 
. Fffi = I r=FFI : rF\ . fM=i :: r='\ 
E:x:plonstion: ,,,, "' j ~!..''' ' ' ' ) '~'' '·' 
Ex. 24 ... 41 Pisces adapted from the classics, to be used as concert 
material. 
Twelve Tuning ~xerci:;aB. Each exercise contains eight whole notes on ·the 
follow:lng scale steps: Tonia, Third, Fifta., Tonic, Fifth, 
Tonic, Tonic, and Minor seventh. These exorcises oun be 
played as a whole, or ~s a measure by meaaure allcrcrnent to 
\rarious. players or sections for intonation or rhythmic drill. 
----
~--------------~------------------
The drill on fundamentals is s~;~dly neglected in this method, only 
"cwo or three exercises being devoted to each problem. The footnote 
explanations in tho presentation of' all of' the proble::1s are, however, 
exceptionally thoro~gh nnd clear, which compensates in some degree f'or 
the lack of' drill{> A capable teacher could, with the s.id of' these sx-
ple.nations, build up an adequate· understandi~g of the fundamentals of 
music in h_is p1.tpils. It will be noted that only' 23 exercises are de1rote·d 
to p:resentntion an.:f development of' the f'undament&ls of music, while tne 
remaining 17 exercises are,pieces containing full harmonization. Under 
ordinary circumsta noes this ,:r.rould be an acceptable procedure, considering 
the .completenoss of the explanation of fundamentals, thereby enabling the 
students to start pb::ing the subsequent piece s. But in this method that 
is not the case, because the range of' these pieces is far too high for 
beginning instrumentalists. The first piece {Ex. 24) takes the tru~.1pets 
to their top-line G, which is an i.rnpossiblo note at this stage of instruc ... 
tion• Throttghout the preli::tinary drill, the range progression is als9 too 
fast,· which would only serve to bevdlder nnd discourage a beginning pupil. 
If' ~· teacher \'rere to wuit until thaso .notes de-.·oloped, the JbHec] .Suppl~ 








ultimato~y resulting; in a poor attitude nnd a look of 'r.oUva"bion for better 
. : '- ~-~: 
playing~· . 
. '~-- ---~- .. ·.·;.,.~.:~-
It would seom., in the final analysis, that in using tM.s method, 
...... • · ...• J 
supplem.ontary drill m.uterinl v:ould have to be introduced to compensate for 
the speed of the procedure. On the other hand, this method could very easil:: 
. --be used as a supp lor'wntary book in itself. The 23 beginninr, exercises could 
be used as reference drill material, e.nd the pieces could be played by an 
· ·· .. ~,_; ..... ··,advunced·.-ense:nblc. The select:i.on of these pieces is exceptiona ll.y good. 
·The ma.t~·.tir~l is taken from well kno1NI1 classical music, and contains excerpts 
--- - --- - --- - -- - -------- - --- -- - -- - -----
from Beethoven, Schu:nann, Verdi, ~Yeber, Schubert, Mozart, and others .. 
The probable time length of' this method is five ~'tonths, with the 
ulth1ate :t<estth:;s --rer;r · qu.est5. ona ble because of the nigh ronges required of 
the wind iristru.'7l~mts. or course, ns in other r.tethoos ''Jhich present probJems 
<unclear-ly or ine.dcqu.t\tQl:r, th0 -final :i:'esult lie~· ·Nith the toscher, ·n.!!d his 
a.bilit;,• to motivate nnd inspire ·tho student~ to Cl'rercome the difficuHies. 
-:. 
·.· ·, .·· 
.... · 
CHAPTER III 
BUILDING T:-IB BAND .. - Chonebte 
BUIT.DING TEE BniD v:es P'-tblished by Rubank Inc. in 1931, nnd 
wr itten b;y· Ed. Chonette, ·.vho has long been associated vrith school nusic,-
both as o. to.s.cher, And ns a writer. His s:;•stem of ndva need technique for 
bands, and his cr..nd folios, ere used extensively throughout the country .. 
m:II.DHTG TEE BA!>ID has not been used much by Ca lifornh teachers, un tnly 
because it has not been widely publicized by Rubfink, tho·.tgh the procedure 
t----.:__ _____ ~---'-'----------- --- ---- --~-------- --- -- -----
in this method is built on a very sound '.:>asis, nnd the :T.ethod as a •.•rhole 
is better than :nost of those now used in California. r,T. Cl-.onotte hus 
acquired the dubious reputation of being more of a "promoter" than a 
musio.inn, •::hich nay hu·re R l1earing on tho f'ac··t; that the book is not usa.: 
in many schools. It c'.'ould seem th&t Mr. Chenette's pronocional ability ... . 
has been to his advantage in this case, because he has compiled material 
from the wide experience of teachers such·as A.J. •• lt.:cAllister, teacher of 
the perfmie.l Nationel Championship Joliet, Illinois, high school b[;nds; 
Captain Albert Gish, whose Nicholas Senn High School b:wd ir:. Chicago 
alternate with Joliet for the Championship; Rex Elton Fair, presid.::mt; o.f 
the Fair School of Uusic, Chicago; and !1.rchie Grant, a nat:iona lly known 
~ instruct()r of oboe and bassoon ... 
The Teachers' Ma~ual fqr Building the Band is exceptionally 
complete 1 presenting fingering charts- for every instrument, in addition 
to indic2ting the fingerings to be used· by the various instru1nents in 
each ex~r&tse, for the benyfit of the teacher. ·At the beg;im1ing of each 
lesson are instructions and cr~uti:ms to the .players. By merely~ 
following the instructions in the MumJril, u novice teacher with little 




The Method is divided into four major divisions, which contain 108 · 
exercises, end 7 pieoes for a full band. The £'irst div·ision is composed 
of fbro "Plo.y Practices'', the word "PrDctice 11 being Chenette's equivalent 
of "L3sson". This 1ivision is concerned with tone production, whole, half, 
quarter notes, and de"Velopment o£' the lo7t regis·t<Jrs, with a 11 exercises 
in unison. The second di,rision has _fii:'r.e "Pleasure Practices'', presenting· 
high note~ for vroodv:inds ~ shifting; the register on woodwinds 1 hi~her notes __ 
for brasses "Nith rhytlL'n accor.1parJi.:n~nt, end presentation of flats, sherps 1 
and tir!le slgnnt;ures. !Cost of thesa exercises are harmonized o The third 
divisio·:J. contc::ins f'i7e "Profit Practi~~es", which develop dioconic scales, 
and introduce s:i.xtecinth notes and tbe values.. Thu last division is 
co:nposad of seven .f'ull-J.ength pieces written bJ' Chenette o They are quite 
easyg exceptio:1ally cuneful, and of'fecti-v$. 
The i'ollo":i,ing is a general outline showing the sequence and pre&-
entation of p!'oblems in the :method': 
Play Practice 1. (6 1.mison exercises) Whole notes and chromatic steps. 
Each follovling; exercise is on one. lower diatonic step. 
Al1 exerci.ses follo•.v the pattern of Ex. 1: 
~; .. I .. 1 .. I .. 
Play Practice 2. (7 uniaona1 exercises). Half notes on chro.l:'lati•-: steps. 
Exercise developed on lower diatonic steps as abave. 

























· Plt~y_ Pl?'uctica 3o (7 unison ex~roises) Quar·l:ier not.es. Same procedure. as-
above, with tho pattern: 
Play Practice. 4. (7 unison exercises) Eighth notes. Tho same procedure· 
is used as above, with ·cho pattern: 
.· ,...__.. ......... _, ..__ ~ 
.. -.~ 




Pleas-ure: Pructi"s lq (7 ~nnoniZied exercises) High notes for woodwinds. 
Clarinets start on top space G and proceed downwt'-l·d' 
diatonically with whole, half', and quarter notelf. 
Brasses· play lo·u hs.rmon.;:t. 
Pleasure: Practiet'J· 2. (6. har:noniz-ed exercises) Shifting the register on 
the woodwind's" Iiigh to low octave changes on 
chromatic scale steps. Highest note· presented is 
Concert C#' above the starr •. Half, quarter, and 
eighth notsso Brasses have accompaniment figuros: 
l)J},} n.\\, ntt· ~• # . <~ > ~ .. ., •. "' , etq. 
Pleasura Practice' 3o (8 exercises) Higher notes for bx·asses (ascending 
to the fifth fundamente l- top space G for 
trunpets.J. Woodw·ind harmony accompaniment. Ylith 
Ex:• 8 gi·res 'ilong tonoa" for tho anti.re ense;nble. 
15 
Pleasure P:raotic'Cf 4,. (7 harmonized exercises) Signntur~ practbe-flo 
Hn:r:nonio exe.rc-isos i::J. i'our 1<eyt>. 'fhe flats are> 
given the following mnsculine na:nea: Ben, %; 
Ed• Eb; .U, Ab; Diek, Db; Geoq~e, Gb; Carl, 
Cb; and Frank Fb. 
Pleesure Prnctit:HO!· 5. Signature practioo wi'l:;h the ttsharp Sisters'': 
Fanny., Ff/=; Connie, Cff; Grace:, Gfh Doris, Dff; 
Alic$:1 Af/=; Edna 1 E-f/=; and Betty, B#; 3/43 6/3 
and cut time o:re .introduced'. 
-
rofit Pt actiC'e: 1. (8 tmison exercises:) Scale exercises in sev·en keys, 
Prof'i t Practice 2. 
Pro!' it Practice 3. 
Prllfit Practice 4. 
·Profit Practice 5. 
eao h exercise ending wi"ch a I - IV - V "" I cEiden~e · 
7. 
arpeggio. 
(7 unison exercises) Scale exernises with eighth 
notes for two measuros and si:Atoenth not;·es for 
two messures 
(6 unison exercises) Chro.~n .. 'ltic seale exerci.sef! 
with quarter, eighth, and si~c'ceenth notes • 
. Explanation of stress, volu.!nc, and accent of each 
nota in a meesure, !:dvocoting; strongest accent on 
the first beat of'a measure and dimi::1ishing as the 
measure progresses. Dott.ed eighth notes are to be 
played as if written in this manner: 
t.rl-ftl {<\_ 11t 9[914 -..... "'- - ... ,. ..... ,. -··-
(8 unison exercises) Rhythrn drill in 3/4, 2/4, 
6/8, and cut ti."lle. The letter "B" is used to ind-
ioato a "Down'' bent.t or foot tap, v:i th the letter 
"A" indicating too "off" or uup'• beat;· 
i .o. 2/1 1 n ' \ fiP ,, , , ¢ ,. ! ,}JTJ 
B an :9 a Ba a Puua 
Seven p:i5eces: "Foot;ball Squad" March, "·rrack To.<~rn 11 
March, "Baskcd:;ball romn 1t March, "Baseball lTi:w'' 
March, "Gj-"!l~rw.sium" Waltz, 11Rec10:ss Iilnt3 11 novelette, 
"Assumbly Hour" Overture. 
It car: readily be seen that Builcing JG!w Band would not be an en-
_t~:.-·3ly_satif!ftlo_t_ory beginni::1g method because of the luck of the actual 
1 
to the actual playing"'and no insertion of tu..."les for drill on this phose 
of training, as should be the case in a method. Of course, in theory 1 
the method shou lo 7.fork because the fundamentals of music are a 11 to'.lChccl 
upon, some being developed to a high d agree of eff'i;:;iency. In ret\ li'by 1 
however, the corry over of the drill into the field of playing would bo 
""l'ery problcmati'=lal without supplementary material. As o complete m13thod 
of prepar~ng tog;inr.ers for ultimate band work, Bu:.ldin~ tho 3and is in-
adequate, bv.t As a supplementary bool::, it could prove to be invaluable$ 
The type of material contained in this book is not found in the usue.l 
biind method. The drills on long tones, chro.'natic and diatonic scales, 
. acci::lentf.i1s 1 and variety of keys c~»ld. be used very effectively L1 con-
junction \'lith o :n~thoo th:;.t stresses tuneful exercises, with lack of' 
drill on technique and intonation. ... 
The use of chromatic cha·ng;es at ·t;he cutset of the method is an 
interesting and novel way of start5.ng fingerings •. This factor is quite 
significont because the student becanes aware or accidental notes as a 
fThe pieces at tho back of the boo!·: are too difficult to be ;:> layed be--
fore a 11 tho material in the methcxl has been covered. 
17 
common pheno~ena, and not as a d isooneortir.g 11 l:ur;oboo". This is very 
of'ten tho oase v;hon the preliminary >vo:rk has been cone 'llith whole ;;tep 
exercises i::1 onl;,· onfl or two keys. Happily, tho fingerings are not 
complex as presented with the particular notes b those exerdsos. 
Another innov6tion in this method is the effort dovo-t;ed to sig":" 
nature practice. This procedure is not to be confused with com::;on r- ------
scale practice. "In scale practice", says Chenette, "if a student 
learns a scale, say in F, he soon learns to associate Bb with ~ne idea 
of starting only upon the one note F"l. It has been sha.m in the past 
i 
-----j-
that a. stuof:~t does becon1e confused, and often ploys a natural when it 
should be a flat becauso of' his inexperience in actually ple.yinQ; in 
various keys. Che:neti"ce has devised drills that condition players in 
starting pieces on other than the tonic ot~ &key, thereby makir.1j 
mo:r,-, conscious of tht::l signa.tu:;·e. 
Exhaustive drill is also gi-ven to chromatic and diatonic scales 
in a wide variety of keys. Most assuredly, the use or all these ex~:rcises 
will be a very potent factor h1 overco:rdng the ''key of C" consciousness, i I 
which is so painfully the lot ot' many beginning students. I 
Chenette's association of sharps and flats Nith masculine and I 
feminine names is a clever memory device, especially good on the e la-
mentary school level. ·Another device ·t;ha'c .mck'3s this rr.ethod adaptable 
to the lovter grades ·is having the st'fldents sing or chant the notes of 
an exercisa while the teacher counts tl-n measures. This is a ~;oo::l pro-
oedure because it gives the students an idea of a steady boat, helps 
them to breathe, and prepares them for the tones ulti::na~ely to be 
1conduo·tor 1 s 1.-!unual, Building the Bond, p 38. 
---------'"~--·---.,., ... -.-,. __ ,...,._~ .• ~·"'"'"":-..,.-ll~~~~m......,y,~17\'<it:i'•.a~~'A ... ·J!b~~~j.~;i-t ... "t-1..:h.>t-.~;·;;.•~~A~~f.4'j 
• ! 
plnyed. 
All preferred finborings ere freely i:1dicatod nnd er.ch boo!c is 
comploato with explanations, ndvice, und cautions. 
The range procression .is too fast,. but Chenette hos anticipated 
dif.ficultios and says, "Yotmg players may not be sble to get o 11 of 
these notes. Do not allow them,, to ttse any s·crai n in the ottct:1pt. Da~r 
by day they •.vill add to the others"l. 
The aim -of' this n'Othod is toward bettE;_• technique ond tone, al"d 
13 
whether a craditlihLELr.osuH __ col.lld-be-achie•.red •trith-the methu-a·· ;•:ith_r!_o ____ - --------- -
oxtra material depc11.ds, as usual, upon ·the teacher. It is y_uit(l r<Jr,son-
able to say that a 'band could bo built using this I:!ethod, but as 9 
whole, it would func:.;ion more effidcntly cs a supplen:entary took the.~ 
as a complete method. 
The tinw length of the procedure should not exceed four ~onchs • 
. I 
1
conductors Manu.o.l, Eui ldinc tho Band, p 33 
CHAPTER IV 
THE EDUCATOR (Book 1) Barnhouse 
This boo~ was written and published by C. L. Barnhouse of Oskn-
loose., Iowa, in 1910. Mr. Barnhouse has for years been prominent in 
band music:, both es a director and writer, and his me·bhod :i.s one of tho 
earliest class methods to be written. In spite of its age, the book 
1 is the most complete of the "foUo't type Tr.ethods , ::md consequently 
will be the only one discussed in this thesis. These books ~re not es 
t---------------c--------------- -- - -
practic.al as the mo:lern end more canplete method books, and l:lro usuallj~ 
used es reference material or ns sequels to the regular method used in 
the band procedure. . ; _: 
No fi.ngeri~g; charts, prelipl.inary instructio..'1.s or prelblinar~r ex-
ercises aro presented in The Educator.. The foo!;nobe expla!'l!:?tions of' 
tho various problems are quito adequate. 
The book corrtrd.t~ s 25 unisonal exercises devoted to the introduc-
tion and developrr.ent o:., rhythmic p!'obiems end e;ctension .of the rung;es 
of the instru.'nentso Fo·~rtacn major and minor keys are presented f'or 
reference and daily reheersal. 
The follo's1 rg is a general outline indicating the sequet~.ce of 
probloM.s a.tte ckc:lO in this 1)ook: 
~ges 1 - ·13 Comple:to ;rritton eA-p lanation of the Rudiments of' r~usic. ., 
· 1Th~ folio books ora U::>Uo.lly publisiled i:r.. the $r.a 11 marching music size: 
5" by 7n, and spe~ializo in /i.J.rtial music. They are ttsually presected 
in ·i:;wo or :nore books; followir:e; the proerossion of ceginr:ir.r; bands· 
throo.bh to second band, then to adYo.ncod band. l'he conern1 proccdn::-e ·· 
of the books is the skotoh:r presnnte.tion of funda:!lentals in the fi;•st 
few pe.t;es ol' Book 1, then !Jroceed"l!l.': diro;:Jtly i::1.to ro;ulor mntednl. 
Many of these ..;.:wll bund books ute 1)'fni lG:Jl~, the 'nOSiJ porular coi:'.t; The 





E.x. 1 ... 4 Unison exercises on one notol with tho following rh~rth-
mic pattcrr!.: l iT'\1' I \T1i' \ ) ; \ J z; 4 ,..J I ,.) \ ~ ,~ l ) J 1 -: ~ ~ ~ ~ -: -~ ~ l o ~;) } 
Rc7iew, prosentation of 4/;, ti:>1e Hr..d dotl.;od half noccr.;, 
<) 
r.nd tho key of F"'. 
Ex. 5 - 7 
Zx. 8 - 9 Presontntion of 3/4 -ti~c, key of Ab, and C.ottcc Pighth 








11 - 12 
13 - 19 
20 - 22 
23 
2·1 - 25 
, . ., ,,
ProsontaUon of dot-<.;ccJ ·=luarter rotes ). }' ) , 
nnd key of F. 
r·:;o ider~ti ca 1 
with u2/ 4 . r_ !!f ,. "' 
.studios, 
\ q ,.. , 
co!npuri.ng: 4 ). J ) . ..P 
Syncopat:ton: }' J .. rl P ) J> l ~~n~ f'u:rther developl:"cnt 
in 4;4 and 3/4 tho .'t" 
3ustai ned tor.es with the dynamic :'1orb: <.::::::: > . 
e/8 time abruptly introdUced .in t'!'larch tG!rcpO • 
26 32 Seven major nco los ir l1Gtlf' notes \":i thin ;;~'le range of 
an oc·bave. 
Ex. 33 ... 39 Seven minor scales - sa!!le as above 
· Par,as 25 - 32 Zight full length bend numbers. 
It can easil~r be seen that only 25 exercises devoted to the funda-
mental problems of rhythm and t3xtension of ranc;e are E>lltir8l:: inacec;uate 
for thorough mastery of these problems by beginning students. The pro-
eedure progres·ses too swif·tly, and the problems are Presented in i1 form 
too complex to 1·3arn by any o!;her method thon rote or memorizationo . rhe 
1 
transition f'rom the problem exercises to the actual -playing situation is 
· 1cle.rinot starting note is C, "rritten ir. octaves.· Brossos are kept in . 
low re~istor 
2 ···. . 
,,.Ul ka:.rs i:ldicatJd ure Concert. 
20 
21 
of.' instruction· oont~in0d L-1 the folio 1:ype of v·J ,1d "ook, suet o u tL::s, is 
q'.~itc inadoqu::\te in co:nparison vrith ·~i1e: ~".adorn type of e:1somblo n'uthods. 
There is, hone·,rer, o d0finito pJ.nce in l'ho bnnd curdculum. for 
during t;:i1c lest rrcor.:th of instructioL ~·lith a reg ular ~~cthod took. The 
beginning exarcises of the !'olio can be used ss rcvle'lv orill motGl"i~Jl 
ana c.s a device ·;;hich v:i1l f.sciJ.itJto the c1i:f'ficult transition of bhe G"'P 
be~.;vreen beginr.ing procedure !'tnd inter!!ledis.to bond work. .i'ne benc1 pisces 
in sny of th0 rGt;Ubr rr:iliter;;,r b and books. !G c;;ould Ce folly to Rttempt 
to uso a book such r.s i;i1is ns a re;r.ular cnse:r:olo me1>hod, not only because 
to th.~ir third .:'unde!l~enta 1 in Ex. 4; f'ou:::-th fu:ndarr.c~:te.l ir.. Ex. 0; and to 
the fifth fundarr'.ent::11 in the pioces r.·~ i.ihe b:;.ck of the boo'k. The ;Ioo::l-
winds h~\V'e r~o drill in crossing the b1·$k. ~nd proceed to play ir. the 
1 




The probable outcome from the.use .elf this boak ViO'Jlc def'i~itively 
be the conditioning of the ensemble to play regultr l:::r..nd r.:usio·. 
The ti:11e consu:rled in the Gxclusive use of this type of book 
·~ 
1•··• t.• •· t f I-. . . i t . . .t • d i ,. t• 1ll1en .. no "op no e o Gne upper rog s ·or J.S ga1110u J.n o. roe r.s~ru:r..en , 
there is no other octave k~~:;', so ir.. order to produce higher :cotes, tho 
so-en llc:d ftilse fi:;;J.gorings nra .~roucht ir'to use. !. simple e:xplanat5 on of 
:i'C~lse fi:1gJri~!gs is t!10.\; c0rt<:.in .co:nbinat~.ons of fi::1gcrir>g s produ(~o 
''squeaks 11 or ov8rliQrH3S ·::hen ~Ghe ir:scru!l".ent ish :!.0\m a -~it h"rr}er. ·n1on 
the right co::tbh::::tions 0:: t:ncse i'ing8l"it:g s -,;re ust:d, tno OV<J!"I:ior:es 0occ.:~e 
r c-gule.r scale ·;;or.es, which in0l'<.:uscs c,-io rango or tho woodwinds too. fr.r 
g reat0r c:x.l:;(mt t!11m would orc.ir!uril:/ be ~ho crtse .. 
·t;he teacher • !.:' \.isoc as :;Uf'plo·•tontar~.r r:l::•teriel or B-8 s sequnl to o. 
r t.:~g;ubr !!:othod "book1 tho timo length shon1.d onl:r b? one or t·,;o :r.o~ths • 
. r .. 
H------~----'---~----~-------------- -- ------------ -----~--
.. -,. 






RUBANK ELEMENTARY BAND COURSE - van Deusen 
This method was written by George van Deusen1 and his oollabor&• 
tors: J .Kustodmviok, J .Osley, and L.Mann, and was published by Rubank, Inc .. 
in 1939. Ths approach of this method is modern and soientifio, and it is 
one or the outstanding books on the market today. The grading is very 
e·ren, and ia especially adaptable to the elementary level. 
-Th•-Method-eonte.ins i24 exercises, of which 47 are unhonal, and 
-~--the-:r-emaining-1-4-al"e-i-n-two,-three-1-- and four part-~e.rm ony.--- There- are ---- · --------
preliminary and optional exercises for all woodwind instruments, sineo 
they require more attention _than the brass instruments during the first 
two or three months of instruction. The problems of the brasses are 
adequately taken oare of in the regular procedure. All of the exercises 
. haTe titles such as ''Marching On", ''Softly Glidint", ",Jumbo, the Elephant", 
eto. 
The Teeohar' s Manual outlines the .procedure very clearly, indicat-
ing eaoh ·step to be taken in the presentation of a nelt' problem. A clear 
and oonoise description pf the oharaoteristioa and embouchure or a 11 
instruinents is also contained· in the Manual. 
Only four-keys are presented in the regular procedure, but they 
are adequately ilsed in a manner that would insure a thorough knowledge 
or si,nature and consciousness. ot keys. 
No ~ootnote explanations are giTen. The titles and diagrams, 
coupled with the clearness. and progressiveness of the procedure, are 
sufficient explanation. ,· 
Only one f~ll-length scale is giTen during the prooedureG In the 
· baok ot the book are most .ot the soalea used iil band work, which are to· 













be used as reference material as soon as· the student's range of develop-
· ment a·llows him to play thenotes contained in these various scales. 
The following is an outline of the sequence of problems attacked 
in this course: 
Ex. 1 · ... 6 ·whole notes and rests. Starting note: Concert F 1 in unison. 
Ex. 1 - 9 Half notes and .dotted half notes. 
EX. 10 .. 12 Quart~r notes and rests presented: ) ) ) } J ) 7) if f · 
etc. Presentation of 2/4 time, and two-part harmony• 
+--c____,___~--------.,~1[---------- ------ ----------- ----- --------- ----·---~- -
Presenting: 'lY T as a counting devioe. 
Ex. 13 - 15 
Ex. 16 - 17 
Ex. 18 
E:x. 19 - 25 
Ex. 26 
Ex •. 27 .. 34 
'Ex. 35 -37 
-Ex .. 38 - 40 
Ex. 40 - 41 
Ex. ~4 . - 51 
Ex. 52 
Halt rest and review of ·half' and quarter notes. 
Slurs in whole and halt notes• 
New key: Concert c. 
New kay: Concert Eb, and review of half and quarter notes, 
and new notes. Presentation of 3/4 time. 
New Key: Concert Bb. 
General review. Presentation or endings, dynamic marks, and 
tempo terms. 
( I I t 
Prese~tntion of eighth notes: , , , , ~ ,r.J ) J/ etc. 
n 1 ,\)) !J etc. -
. 
Presentation of' eighth rests: 
Clarinets in upper register - brasses to 3ro fundamental. 
Genera 1 review • 
Presentation of dotted quarter notes. SeTen four-measure 
parts : o /[ ' ' lt ·tt· fTTJ. rm. 11 . rm · 1 .. n It I# I #1 ,,,, ###I'~. il .,_,,# • ~I ( . 
Jl .. ~,rJ L~rJ n-n·· rrn ,.,,, , ... , ... ._..,, ....... ..... 
Ex. 53 - 55 Development .and dri 11 . on dot_ted quarter n~tes • ·. 
Ex. 56 .. G3 Genera 1 reThw and new. notes. (Clarinets oross the break, 
· usinc low G to high G). 
Ex. 64 Four-part ha!'mony .,. clarinets play eighth note obligato. 
Ex. 65 - 75 General reTiew with little pieces. Two and four-part 
Ex.76- 81 
. l l I l harmony, and presentation of', out time by comparing: .,, , -
· n n 
with , ~I# 
Presentstion 
Rests: J 7 
rE f ~ n 1 of' sixteenth notes; ", ... .,. , .. · eto. 
J 1 J) J} etc., and further deTelopment. 
Ex. 82 - 86 Presentation of'. the dotted eighth note followed by a six-
teenth.1 
Ex. 87 - 90 Little pieces. Presenting rhythm af'terbeats for horns in 
3/4 : 7 .. 1}-lf~. ------ ---
Ex. 91-93 Presenting s/8 time: .rJ}).JJ \ .lJJ ...'. \.rr:J- .. P l 
etc •• and further deTelopment. 
25 
Ex. 94 - 96 Presenting 6/8 in two beats: 
.JJJ 
.(~ f eto. 
Ex'• 97 "Silva:r Cornet Band", a· simple 16 measure, 2/4 maroh invclT-
ing the band situation. 
Ex. 98 ·"Fireflies" Novelette • A 16 measure piece inYolving parts 
ot the ehromstio scale. 
Ex.··99 - 107 Presentation of nine major scales, arpeggios~ and I - v7-
I Cadence. 
EX. 108 - 111 Presentation of' four minor scales, arpeggios, and I - v7- · 
cadence. 
Ex.ll2- 124 Chrootatio scale exercises starting on Tarious scale steps. 
Modern teachers are placing more and more emphasis on the theory 
that the student must know how the note he is to play sounds before he 
\ 
1 The same technique is used ,a$ in th& pressntation ot the dotted quarter. 
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plays ite VanDeusen utilizes this theory to a fine degrea of efficiency 
by requiring the first exeroise to be sung before they are played. Some-
times aol.,ra syllables are used while at other times the. playint; syllable 
"too" is used. This technique has been proven to be very effectiTe as an. 
~id to students in obtaining an insight into the relationships of one 
tnterTal to another. It is an especially invaluable aid for the b:rass 
players in reaching the various overtones on their instruments. In ad-
dition to the singin' of notes, van Deusen also requires the students 
to clap their hands or tap their feet and count aloud before pls~ring 
the notes of a new problem. Since oounting is one of the major problems 
of a beginning; student, he is conditioned, at the outset of instruction, 
to the importance and correct technique of oounting. ·The "down-up" 
toot tapping principle is used throughout the book. Eaoh new rhyth'llic 
problem contains three steps: (1)., Count aloud and clap; (2). Sin~ 
the plsyint; syllable '1too", 11 tu", or "tah"; {3). Play the exercise, 
tapping the foot: ~ f • The rhythmic problems are presented in an 
exceptionally clear manner, with muoh of the previously mastered material 
br.ought in for comparison. 
All now notes are marked with asterisks,· and .the fingerings are 
placed at the top of the page. No fingering charts are given, since all 
of the fingerings are presented during the prooedure. The first page or · 
· fiaoh book presents a diagram of its particular instrument~ with its. key 
symbols or numbers to be used as referenoe when now notes oocur. All 
new· features such as dynal'f'lio mai'ks and tempo terms are indicated by . 
arrows. 
The range progression is very eTen~. and alternate notes are "'-., . . . . 






the lips of the slower students. 
The conclusion drawn fran the analysis of this method is that it is 
particularly adapted to the elementary ~evel ot instruments 1 instruction. 
The exercises are very tuneful. and are of the type that delight and stimu-
late the young musician •. The results from the use of this book should be 
Tery gratifying. because or the emphasis placed on counting. and the clear-
ness of presentation and completeness of drill of all of the probleme. A 
~roup could play ma-ny simple marches and selections after the completion 
approxi>.nately one semester. 1'his is one of the few methods on the market 
that does not require a aupplernentary book. ·It is quite adequate and 
















I .. 28 CHAPTER VI f 
THE FILLMORE BEGINtcERS' BAND BOOK - Fulton 
This method was written by James M. Fulton and was published in 
1928 by the Fillmore Brothers Company, Cincinnati. In spite of the feet 
that this book is over twelve years old, it has many modern features and 
could be used today with admirable suooass. An interestin~ deTio'!. of 
this book is the placin~ of' stv.dents in different groupings at vnrious 
stages of instruction in order to insure the utmose homogeniety of inatru-
mente. Another interesting fe1::.ture of this method is its employment of 
li------eoo-''Down-Up"-type of counting- tl:ne with. the arraws·: ~ t . This method of 
counting was practically unheard of in 1928, having come into prominence 
only in the past thra~ or four years. 1 
The method is composed of 14 lessons, and subdiTided by 52 ex<:lrcises. 
There are 20 pre-ensemble exe:rci_ses and 9 unisonal exercises. 
The presentation of keys is complete, and their use_is thoroughly 
developed durin~ the procedure. 'rhe ascending and descending scales of 
eleven keys are given, and the complete chromatic scale - ascending 
an~ descending - for_ each instrument is presented for drill, and 
reference for fingerings. The preliminary instructions and fingering 
charts are adequate, and the footnote exp~anationsare fairly complete. 
No supple111entary indi·vidua 1 exercises are ~iven. 
·correctly presented and developed. 
The starting tones e.re · 
1The old method of counting was t.he Use of the beat or pul$e numbers of .-






I The following is a ~eneral outline of. the sequence of problems 
attacked in this method: 
Lesson 1. (9 exerohes - each 16 measure in length) Whole notes end 
rests ascending and descending in diatonic scale steps, and 
all intervals to a fifth in the key of c. Ex. 9 consists 
of the C scale ascending and descending in an octave renge.1 
Lesson 2. (5 exercises • e.ach 16 measure in length) Ex. 1 and 2 
consfs1:; of half notes and rests, with stepwise progression. 
\~~--------Ex.--3----5 -introduoe quarter notes and rests on various 
scale steps with the figures: }}...l • .JfJJ}r j}J.L.ll)r.}1 
eto. 
Lesson 3. · (6 unisonal exercises • 16 measures long) Chromatic steps 
with half' notes. Introduces sharps and f~ats. Ex. 6 in-· 
troduoes ·the chromatic seale ascending and descending in an 
octave range. (Eleven exercises are added, presenting 11 
major keys). 
U!tsson 4 •. (5 exercises in unison for full band) Review and development 
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of half and quarter notes and chromatic. oha:riges. Presentation 
of dotted half notes, ties, and slurs •. The following keys 
are used: Concert F, Eb, and Bb. 25 expression marks and 
musical terms are described • 
... ~. 
'-::· . ' 
1 






ent ~roups as follows: 1st group consists of a 11 c instruments; 2nd group - · )-----
all E instruments; 3rd group - all B .ins.truments; 4th group all· bass Cleff J 
instruments. All starting· tones are C of eaoh instrUment. ·All exercises 
are in the key of C for each instrutn.erit. · · 
..... ' .... -...... -.. _.... .. ....... ···-·· ................ . 
1 
Le"sson 5. (6 harmonized exercises) Review, extention of range, and 
obserTation of expression marks. Keys: Conoert Bb, Ab, 
•. 
and c. 
Lesson 6. (2 unisonal and 2 harmonized exercises) Ex. 1 presents the 
\ P I [) 
"" - ll' , •• dotted qun rter note with the figure: ~ f ~ 't ~ t ~ t 
Ex. 2 presents eighth notas with the figure: t'TT1 J \ / 
":~~~ - ! . 
Ex. 3 and 4 develop the above problems. 
L-esson 1~ 2 A complete "Waltz" (74 maasuraa in length, oontaining 
_________ ___,.a._...c._,.o._..om""g·animent f'igur_es, key, and tempo changes, dynamic_ 
marks, repeats, holds, and D. c. al Fine). 
Lesson 8. Gavotte - "Prince and Princess" (32 measures in 4/4 time 




. . .., "" '1 ., 
Ex. l presents the 2 4 accompaniment figure: "" ., ., 't 
L-l 
the melody instruments playing the afterbeats. Ex. 2 is a 
with 
·"Bagatelle" (63 measures in 2/4 time with·three key changes, 
ocmplete with all material used above and, in additi.on, a 
Coda. 
Lesson 10 o Ex. 1 presents 16th notes with the accompaniment figure: 
"1 ""r:;-J followed by the figure to be .. ,'1·if#'1 
'--' played by the whole band: 
1A change is made in the formation of. the groups. as follows: 1st group 
consisting of Flutes, Picolos, Oboes, E and B Clarinets, Soprano saxo-
phones, and Trumpets and Cornets; 2nd group consisting of E Altos snd · 
Horns, and E Alto sa:xophon~s; 3rd group consisting of Trambones ·and 
Tenor and C Melody Saxophones; 4th group consisting of Baritones, all 
Brasses, Bassoons, and Baritone and Bass Saxophones. Thus the new group 
conforms to the regular band sections~ with the slight exception of the 
Trwnpets and Baritones. 
2 






Ex. 2 is the 11Ccmmenoemcnt" March in, 2/4 time. {70 
measures with two key changes) • 
Lesson 11. Ex. l presents 6/8 time with the figures: 
I J l Jill' I n}m mJFitfR Hl!t!\ IJ.• #' #• {I , ' , '~" •Iff' .,.,.,, ,..,,.,_._ • 
Ex. 2 is a 28 measure Barcarolle in 6/8 time with one key 
change. E:x:. 3 and 4 present 6/8 March tempo vri th the figures: 
). ). II) ,P J {l) .. f>) .P~ }.,') )1) etc. (Co~parison 
of triplets with the 6/8 figur-es). Ex. 5 is a 6/8 March 
"Concentration" (Ei8 _Il1E:lBf:IUres .. complete with Trio)~--
U.------------~~------
Issson 12. (3 exercises) Presentation of out time with the comparison 
ot Ex. 1 in out time with an identical exercise (2) in 2/4 
Lesson 13. 
time. Ex. 3 is a out time march. "The Headmaster" (74 
measures).· 
(3 exercises) 
fl & . 
Presentation of: .- • .- in unison with the 
comparison of Bx. 1 in out time containing the figures:. 
). ,f'l ). ,P with the exercise (2) in 2/4 J. j ). 'j. 
Ex. 3 consists or the "Gwendolyn'' Mazurka in 3/4 time 
.· (88 measures .. two key changes). 
Lesson 14. (3 exeroises) Presentation of 9yrtcopation with the figures: 
· · · . n ' o · 
~ J ,J } 2/4 }') .P and 2/4 ! C.U: )]· 
. b 7 r 
(Supplementary examples of the following ti~e signatures: 
3/8, 4/8, 9/a. 12/8, 6/4. '!/2. 4/2, 2/2, and 5/4.) 
The tunes in this book are quite melodic. and bette:r than the usual 
type of piece found in method books.· The range is reesonably limited. 
mth the exception of the wooqwind part~, whio pro,;ress into the upper 
register too soon for beginning students. The procedure plunges into 
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the actual playing Situation too quickly and WithoUt adeqUHte preparatiOlle 
Many of the pieces are too complex, and contain problems not yet presented 
in the procedure, and which consequently must be learned by rote, thereby 
sacrificing time and effort on the part of the teacher and students. 
Since the presentation of and drill on the various problems are not 
sufficient to allow the pieoes to be played without this extra eff'ort, 
the conclusion may be drawn that this book would be more effeot:hre in 
second semester procedure than as a beginning technique. 
be quite adequate as a beginning method. Blackboard drill and supple-
mentary drill exercises would be essential additions to the procedure. 
After mastering all of the material contained in this book, an 
ensemble V/Ottld ba able to play much of' the material found in the 
various interm~diate grade band folios. 
The length of time in .the use of this method should not be more 





FOONDA TION TO BAND PLAYING • Fred O. Gri.ffen 
"FOUNDATION to BAND PLAYING" was written by Fred O. Gr:U'fen,. 
director of banda of the Hartley Public Schools in Hartley, Iowa. It 
was publish.ed by Jenkins Musi~ Company in 1928. According to .Mr. 
Griffen, this method has deTeloped many prize-winning bands. The 
Hartley, Iowa school band, organized less than a year and a half ago, 
--' - -- - -
and formed from beginners only, won the 1926 Iowa State Band Contest. 
months' training. 
The method is diTided into sixteen lessons, and subdivided into 
. . . . . 
84 exeroi ses for. ensemble, of which 57 are in unison, 13 in duet or 
quartet form, and 14 in full harmonization. 
The following is a general outline of the sequence of problems 
attacked in this method: 
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Lesson 1. Rudi:nents of music (staffs, clefts, sharps, flats~ naturals, 
time signatures, and ledger lines} •. 
Lesson 2 ~ Ex. 1 - 11 Explanation of whole notes and rests. 
Lesson 2i. (Special for olar:l,.nets). 12 exercises of stepwise whole notes, 
and "crossing the break", using low G to D , F to C , 
·and E to B· •· 
L8sson 3. Ex. 13 - 24 Ha.lf notes and rests; slurs. 
Leuon 4. Ex. 25 32 Whole, halt, dotted half, and quarter notes. 
· ( 5 lU1ison, .and 3 duet exercises). Third fundamental for 
brassei • 
Lesson 5. EX. 33 - 42 Eighth notea-. (4 uniSon, 4 duets·, and 2 fully 
harmonized exeroi~es) •. Rhythm: ) }'J ) J and an abrupt: 
.• ... ". J . ..P(. 




l Ex• 43 - 47 Staooato notes: • # ·, . 
~~r.., ,,P ., ,P '1 ,}' '1 and rhythm studies 
1 ) }J ) and } 1 } r } ) l • } . 
~\ compared with 
using rests: r J "£,I l 
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Ex. 48 - 49 Rhythm studies .. Eighth notes and rests. (Unison) 
. ·Rhythm: m '1,,, ·\\J r rtrrn ., _,.., .,, .,_ ,, .. ,' etoo Chromatic scale • 
Exo. 50 - 52 Three harmonized exercises: "Old 1Ao Dougal 11 




I ·to -fourtb. runde.rn.ental. Expression marka prasen·ted. 
- ____ __I_ 
Lesson 10. Ex. 59 - 61 - 62 Three fully harmonized exercises. 
t4t9 fi ~ Dotted eighth notes: **. ,. ., . , , .. , ... - , etc. 
List of twenty nine musical terms. 
lesson 11. Ex. 63 - 68 6/8 Rhythm: ,t'JJ ~1 J j 
) ,r- ) ,ra l ... r;:t .J7J }. 
Lesson 12. Ex. 69 - 74 Syncopation. 
lesson 13, 
Lesson 16. 
14, 15 Three pieces: "Dainty" Novelette, "Snappy" March; 
and "Claudine'' Waltz. (Introductions, first and second 
endings, key and tempo changes, coda, other musical terms 
. directions; and general review of all materia 1 preTiousiy 
presented. 
Seven scales. (Concert Ab, Bb, C, Db, Eb, F, and G). 
Each scale ends with three tied whole notes to be ple.yed · 
as"long tones", with the dynamic marks: .:::::::::::.. ~ . 
and 
Each elsson in the method takes up two full pages. The first 
page gives a thorough written explanation of the problem, while the one 
! .,"1'· 
,_ 
opposite it devotes itself' to the notation of the eotual exercises. 
There ere no fingering charts for the brass instruments. As 
each new note appears in the various lessons, the valve numbers or 
positions are indicated under the note. The woodwinds each have a very 
complete loose-leaf' fingering chart, which can be taken out. unfolded, 
end hung on a wall for reference. No .woodwind fingerings are giTen in 
the lossons. The ohiart is to be used when fingering· problems arise. 
There are no-instructions for the care or the instr-ument. 
ll-----'-------'-----''l'he-stal'-t~ng-'-tone-for-clarinets _is their opim _G , as also is 
the case with the trumpets (second fundamental). Naturally the C 
instruments play F , and. the Eb instruments play Db. The syllable 
"tuh1' is advocated for woodwinds in the attack of the tone. The~· 
brasses are directed to tongue as if "blowing an imaginary thread 
through the mouthpiece". For Slurs, the syllables ''too - ee" and 
"tee ~ oo" are used. 
Only one key is used for the first 35 exercises (Bb Concert). 
Then Eb, Ab, and F appear. The key of F appears only once in the· 
method {Ex. 44), but the other three keys are well alternated until 
Ex. 75, Lesson 13, when the key ·of' Db is abruptly introduc.ed in the 
"Dainty" Novelett~. With the exception of the neglect of the key of' 
F, end the presentation of Db into a piece that oocupiee a complete 
lesson, with ilo preliminary preparation, the use and alternation of 
keys is very .well done. 
There is no doubt that a creditable band could be built with 
this methOd without the use of any supplementary materiaL It would, 
however, put a heavy burd.en on the teacher's ohoulders, because of 
35 
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some yery sudden presentations of oert.ain problems without adequate· 
preparation .or ultimate development. Half, quarter, and eighth notes 
are presented very logically by a plain series of recurrences, and 
developed by their cc.mparison in time relationship to notes already 
learned in previous lessons. Jhe development and drill on combinations 
of notes and rests progresse~ in a manner that will allow the student to 
gain a thorough it1sight into these notes when each exercise has been 
-m.a sterad-.. - The presentation of dotted notes, h9wever, is very poorly 
~~~~'cione_;, and· here is where the tt)ach~r will have a hard task in explaining 
---
_,. .... t~;problem~··· and getting the student to "feel" the rhythm •. Supplementary 
material might have to be brought in, because there are only three 
familiar songs in this book that contain dotted notes: "America", "Auld 
L$ng Syne'' end 11The Battle Hymn of the .Republic"$ This is not sur-
ficient meterial to carry the "feeling" of the proble~ over to the 
student. Of course, the problems could be mastered by constant rote 
drill, but that is poor pedagogy, and at the same time a hard job for 
both the· stud~mt and the teacher. After the first introduction oi' dotted 
quarter notes, there are only nine exercises in the method . that further 
. . ~ ;.. . . . 
develop dots, including the presentation and development of dotted 
sixteenth notes •. It seems that a few judiciously placed exerciSes could 
have acccin.plished much to m~ke clear the ver:y limited .presentations of 
vital problems confronted by beginners •. Aside from this one criticism, 
the rhythmic problems are developed quite completely, and are ,arranged 
. · ... :. in a sound and logical order • The grading .of the material is good 
throughout the method, and progress is not too fast to confuse. the 
student. The clarinets, howeiTer, "cross the break" in the second 
lesson, while they are still playing whole notes. It is true that this 




















can be ,done with a fair degree of success, but teachers who are most 
successful in de'l'eloping exceptional clarinetists never think of teking 
their beginners ou:t of the low register for at least one month. There 
are many more who wait unti 1 three or .. four months of herd practice have 
elapsed before having the student attempt to play in the upper register. 
Other than this premature presentation of an important phase of woodwind 
development without adequate fundamental training, the procedure pregress~ 
es quite evenly and thoroughly. 'rhe brasses are kept in low range 
throughout the method.· Only in the last three lessons do they progress 
The scales given in the last less.on are conducive to the develop-
ment of adequate technioa l skill, and the long tones, advocated at the 
end of each scale, are the means of obtaining a full tone quality and 
breath control. Many harmonized melodies :l.n this method should develop· 
'ood intonation. If' all the material in this method is c·ompletely 
learned, the .result will be a sound founds tion to f'u~ure pend work. 
'A band program is outlined, containing material studied during 
the Course, and is listed as follows: 
1. March "Ambition" (Ex. 67) 
2. Selection "Auld Lang Syne" (Ex. 58) 
3. ·Duet ttplaymates" (Ex. 60) to be played by any two 
instruments in the. ensemble • 
4. March "Progress" (Ex. 52) 
5. Concert waltz "Claudine" (Ex~ 77) 
6. Duet "Yield Not to' Temptation" (Ex. 69) 
1. Talk (Any subject pertinent to JYiusio, or the occaSion). 






9• Novel~tte "Dainty" (Ex. 75) 
10. March "Snappy" (Ex. 76) 
11. "America" (Ex. 42) 
Many other exercises could be used as encores, or in place of any 
of the above numbers. 
The follow-up book that is reconunended for use after the completion 
of the method. is the Jenkinfl Beginners Band Book, which w~s designed f'or 
-this purpose.. Other elementary band books on the market oould. however. 
be used with sucoessLI3.I1dwi"t;h supplem~ntary matE3ria]. in the .:f'_Ol"tll. of an 
ad-rnnced technique,. a. successful band could be built up in a years time. 
The time length of this method depends entirely upon the teacher 
and his ability to explain problems and motivate the students to work 
at these problems until perfected. Under normal conditions the time 
length should be approximately one semester • 
. ' ~ ., i 
. _. 
. .. . .·. ~- .• 
.• ,. ·. ·._>:·· 
-· ·. ... . ·.··: .: ~ . ,, •'? 
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.. CHAPTER VIII 
THE GOlDMAN BAND SYSTEM E. F. Goldman. 
The GOU)MAN BAND SYSTEM was written. by Edwin Franko Goldman in 
collaboration with Erik Yl. G. Leidzen. It was published in 1935 by 
Carl Fisher Ino. In advertising this book the publishers have given the 
impression that it is a beginning band method, but that is emphatically 
not thEJ ease. The pdmary aim of' the course is the development of' tone, 
intonation, phrasing, and scale practice in bands, and this is done in an 
music are not touched upon •. Very f'ew rhythmic designs are employed, the 
primary notes baing whole, half', and quarter notes. Dotted quarter.~ 
and eighth notes occasionally appear. In spite of' the fact that this 
system is not a beginning method, it will nevertheless be considered in 
this thesis because of its obvious value as supplement~ry material for 
beginning bands. 
The system is published in two volumes. Only Volume I will be 
~nalyzed. ·Volume II does not contain any definite drill, and iS de-
voted exclusively to selected chore.ls, hymns and tone poems. 
The following is a general outline of the sequence of problems 
attacked in this method: 
Ex. l - 10 Whole. notes and rests iii unison (starting tone is third-
lin~a Coneert Bb) •. Highest note is .Concert Bb above .the : 
starr. 
Ex. ll - 21 H ali', quarter. and eighth notes on ascending .diatonic 
steps to C above the staff'. 
Ex. 22 - 25 Long tone exercises w.i th tie~.< whole notes on various 
.· ; ... . : 
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soale steps. All the above exercises are in the key of 
Concert Bb. 
:Ex• 25 - 50 Major sea les ha rmoniz?J in four parts. The parts are mark-
ed respeotive~y I - II - III - IV (occasionally a fifth 
part). Each part may be rehearsed individually as unison 
e:x.eroises. or combined. The scale occurs in each part as 
the procedure advances. 'VVhole, half • and quarter notes 
are used. 
H-----~Ex-. 50---ss~Ghranat-ic-soales in unison, and four-parl harmony. ~~~bole--- ~~- ~--~---
and ·half notes, 
Ex. 55 - 61 Minor scales (harmonic and melodic) in unison, and four 
part harm o11y • 
Ex. 61 - 67 Unisonal legato exercises. Slurs on. intervals of a third, 
end diatonic scale steps. 
Ex. 67 - 73 Scales harmonized in choral style with independent voice 
leading. Four-part harmony, with the scale occurring in 
various parts. Each exercise is sixteen measures in 
length. 
It is perfectly obvious that this book is supplementary drill 
material rather than _a .full-fledged method. As is the case in the 
Chenette .method, Goldman's system oonteinsmaterial that is overlonked 
in other books; and is, therefore, valuable as a reference device. 
Chenette stresses teohnique and facility of execution, while Goldman 
deTelops intonation and phrasing. All exercises are carefully designed 
to enable students to produce accurate tones and listen to other 
sections of the band while playing. 











f Since the book is a dr:i.ll book. and all of the exercises are in 
slow tempo, consisting mainly of whole and half notes, fingerings are 
I not indicated. There are no instructions • footnotes • or other devices 




This book is a credit to D~.Goldman, and justifies his reputation 
as a fine musician. A ten-minute drill with this book at each rehearsal 
would pz_-ove to be a vital factor in developing better musicianship, tone 
quality. and phrasing in a beginnil1t; _band •. ~he meterialJ.s easy al}d th=e __ _ 
range is moderate •1 The procedure is. both acadameo and interesting, with 
the chord progressions of the ha nnonized seale studies quite effe~tive 
and pleasing to the ear. 
·No time limit can be set upon this bock, because a procedure such 
.as this cannot be overdone. There is always rocm for improvement in 
the intonation an(! phrasing of' any band • 
. . . ' .. -·:-- ' . 
l .· .· 
. A few exercis_es go quite high, but these could be omitted until the 
students are ready for them. 
CHAPTER· IX 
, THE LOCKHART BAND - Class Method (Book 1) 
This methoo was written by L:le M. Lockhart in collaboration with 
Edmund M. Goehring, and published in 1933 by M. Wibnark & Sons. Because 
ot muoh publicity from lectures and demonstrations given by Mr. Lockhart 
this method unfortunately, gained a foothold in many California schools. 
Af'ter a year or two of use in the bend rooms of many elementary and high 
schools, its !:lopularity waned. It is a known fact that Witmark & Sons 
~----------~--~~~--~~~-
suffered finanoia lly from an oversupply of copies of this method that 
were never sold. 
The method was found to be very unsatisfactory for three reasons: 
(1) Unusual length; (2) uninteresting procedure; (3) poor presentation 
and development of problems. 
Book 1 of the Lockhart· Method contains 241 exercises; 17 of which 
ere harmoni~ed for t'ull band; 6 containing a.ooompaniment figures; 25 
having melodic unisonal folk songs, and the remainder cansisting of unis-
onal exercises devoted to presentation and development of problems. All 
exercises in the book are 8 measures in length. It oan be seen by the 
~~ove .Paragraph Ulat the number of tuneful. exercises in the proeedure is 
small, and that the meaningless .material in the 193 remtlining exercises 
would soon become quite tires one to· the student• 
. . 
The presentation Of the more complex problems is abruptly accomp• 
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l:ished, and not developed, which will be brought out later in the chapter. 
The starting notes are correot~y and adequatelY presented, as are 
the fingerings or the various instruments •. · The finterin~ charts and pre-
liminary instructions are also adequate. No footnote explanations or 
supplementary indiridual exercises are inoluded. The range of all instru-
menta, especially thf!l brasses, i's kept exoepti onally low throughout the 
course. 
The following is a general rutline ot the sequence of problems 
attacked in this course: 
Ex. 1 - 9 Starting tones (Concert F) with whole notes and rests. 
(6 taoets) 1 · 
Ex. 10 - Half notes and rests. 
Ex. 11 
. I 
Tied half and quarter notes: d "' -
EX. ·12 -.. 20 Half- notes developed (dots and ties in 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4 
time)2 · 
Ex. 21 • 40 One tcne lower (Concert Eb) preaented for all instruments 
in whole and half notes and alternated with the starting 
, tone (F). (6 taoets) 
Ex. 41 - 97 Extending the range: Concert key: ~ . · 5 j" 
. -ET 
(24 taoets) (EX. 85-86 are he.rmoniz•3d in choral style in 
.· 4/4 and 3/4 time cmtaining the alte:rnatiori. of the foll-
G'Wing two chords: •= ;z. . . =r ==: r . d . --=-- ::::iia' · = "H · -
Ex. 97 -132 Presentation of quarter notes with the figures:. 
t r ·( 1 1• 1 1 1 1 . ·· · , - r 41' .. (J 1 etC • I and further development. Of 
quarter, half, and whole notes and rests. (12 taoets) 
(Ex. 103, 105, 118, 119, and 120 are harmonized in choral 
style. 
Ex. 133-135 Harmonizations in choral style. 
EX. 136-137 Beginnings of' aocompaniment. Each exeroi sa is to be played 
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=~::=i::t· trbi·t==~i:3.::!;:~ ;~r:;:! I 
b-6- . ..._... J:i7· . 
. Ex. 138~165 Whole, half, and quarter notes exercises. (Ex. 155, 156, 
and 157 harmonized. in choral style). · (12 taoets) 
1
Many exercises ar& devoted to only one group of instruments, therefore 
when this group is playing, all other instruments are taoet (except 
drums, waich beat the temp in quarter notes). Hereafter the nilmbar of 
tacet exercises wi 11 be indicated by: 0. 
2 . . 
.· So tar, only the starting tme for each instrument has been employed. 
Ex. 166-168 Introduction of eighth notes with the figure: 
JJJ.Jj} \ \ll - ,...- - - - o o V and further development. 
Ex. 169-171 Harmonized exeroise19 in choral style using eighth 
notes. 
Ex. 172 Waltz accompaniment for full band. 
Ex. 173-177 Exeroises in 3/4 time. Halt' and quarter notes and rests. 
Ex. 178-189 Woodwinds in upper register (clarinets cross the break by 
playing high G; oboes and f'luts play high B).. Brasses 
.reach third fundamental. (6 taoets) 
' 
Ex. 190 .. 193 -Do~ted quarter notes pre sen ted with the figure: .'. f..' lJ. 
Ex. 194-205 New notes. (Ex. 202, 203 and 204 are harmonized in 
choral style) (6 te.oets) 
Ex. 206 6/8 time abruptly presented with the figure: 
. p ,. l [) 1 p 
, ~· , "' " eto. 
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Ex. 207-.235 Exercises in 4/4, 3/8. 3/4, 2/4, and 2/2 time with 8 gen-
eral review. ·(Ex. 219 develops long tones with the dynamic 
Marks C::::::::: .:;:::::::=a • ) (6 tacets) (Ex. 234 and 235 are harmon-
iz~d in choral style}. 
Ex. 236 Sixteenth notes introduced with the figure: 
Ex. 237 Dotted eighth notes introduced: .. r~-' ). 
Ex. 238 An aooanpaniment figure :for :full band •. (2/4 time) 
Ex. 239-240 A simple harmonized melody an4 its counter melody. 
Ex. 241 The two melodies presented a bo-te, combined with a 2/4 
aoo anpan:lm..,nt. · 
For sheer inadequacy and lack: of purpose. this method has no 
equal. The progression of problems is handled in a manner much too 
Blow to obtain r;ood results. It was noted that 177 exercises were used 
to present the notes in the low registers of the woodwinds and in at-
taining the third fundamental. of' the brasses in the first part ot the 














. - ·--- -~ 
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Ea-ob .instX'WMnt plays its MW tone in an individiia1 exercise' Whfle the 
other instruments are taoet. The band iS divided into the following 
seTen sections: Db instrtl!llents, C instrurnents, Bb :histrumonts, F instru• 
ments, Eb instruments, bass.oleff instruments and tympani. Therofora 1 
six sections are foroed to sit and do nothing while the instruments of 
one section play their noe19s. OUt of the 241 exercises in this book, 
?2 are taoet for every instr~~ent. Naturally this is poor prooedura 
because. of ~a in~bili·ty of "the method to hold the attention of the stu--
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dents. Indifference and disciplinary problems could et\sily arise from. __ _ 
a situation such as this. From the viewpoint of other methods and my 
~n experience with be~iriners, at least three-fourths of the material 
in Lockhart's prooedura is totally unnecessary, because it is devoted 
to notation almost exclusively within an octave range of eaoh instrument. 
Almost no other method m the .market today devotes more than the first 
25 exercises to the J,'resentation of the low notes to the students. Be-
. . 
cinning students have little or no trouble in obtaining the lav notes 
on their instruments in the first weak c>r two of instruoti<Jl, and they 
do this at home, for the most part, with practically no help from the 
teacher a!'tar the first tone is correctly produced. 
It wcu ld seem that the pains-taking care involved in the presen-
tation of tones and simple notes would also be used on the more oanplex 
problema occurring later in the course, but tblt is definitely not so i~ 
this instance. The development of whole, mlf, and quarter notes con-
awnes 166 exercis~s* and the remaining 75 exerci sea present eighth and 
. . 
sixteenth notes and their dots, in an abrupt' and undeTeloped manner. If 
this pro•edure had been reversed, with 75 exercises devoted to lafi 
notation and whole, halt, and qU!l.rter notes, and 166 exercises used. in. 
the deYelopment at the :more OCJilplex problems, the method would be mort~ Qf · 
a· euooeua than it is. Eighth notes and dotted notes are presented with 
no prelim.iMry preparation and appear in· folk 11lnes - most or Trhioh a ro 
uni'ami liar to the average studen.t. Familiar or nob, the problems as 
presented in the exercises a:re nat developed clearly and thoroughly e-
nough ·ror an efficient carry-over and insight into a si tuatiort inTolv-
inc sindbr problans. Dotted quarter notes are abruptly introduced in one 
exercise (236) and the following exeroise (237) presents an abrupt dotted 
ei,hth followed by a sixteenth, with no .further oaourrence in the rest 
--
1 cf' the book. Only 21 exero.ises use eichth notes after their introduoti_on __ 
~----in~. 166. 
Few key signatures are used, the accidental notes usually appear• 
ing with no signature. Only three keys are formally used throughout the 
method: Concert c. Bb, and Eb. No scales of any· kind are used, a run ot 
a fifth ooourri ng ocoasi onally" 
It is true that only Book 1. of this method has been studied, but 
the conclusion that the method is iMdequate is quite valid since the 
problems presented in Book 1 are sufficient in number, to actually play 
elementary band pieces if tm procedure were e:ff'eotive. The aim of this 
method is toward Book 2. v4. th no actual band Situe.tion in sight until 
~he end of' Book 2, and that future situation bein~ very questionable and 
obscure. It can be seen that too long a period of time will be used in 
the completion of' these two books for them: to be of practical:'''value to 
. :i.-• 
e mus!o·teaoher·~ It wruld easily take fran six to seven months to cOlll .. 
. . . 
. . . 
plate Book 1. am the probable results would be quite inadequate. This 
method was sold to many s9hools by high pressure salesmanship and much 
exploitation by the publishers. It has long been the laughing .. stook of 
pro,ressiYe teachers, and is now in use only in schools whose teachers 



































am devoting more spaoe the.n usual to· the critioisn of this method be ... 
cause meny teachers in Central Califomia still adhere to this me·thod, 
though they are foroed to sdmi t that most of the material is mastered 
by eut-snd-out rote learning. An,.Wea of the pr0111otional attitude ct 
this book may be obtained from the technique advocated in tho presenta-
tion of a concert e.t the oonolusion of Book 1. The following is a quo .. 
tation from page 107 of the teaoher1 s manual of the Lookhe.rt :Method t 
"Upon completion of this book you are urged to present e demons-
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tration concert o:r _recital. Parents and friends of the members of yotmg 
l bands- are always interested in their pro"'ress and ffi()St oharita,bl&_in~ · 'I their judgments. ___ _ _ b -
i--------~A~lrt"iefstatenll9nt coocerning the bandts hhtory should preface 
I 
the playing. The audienoa should be made to realize that p~rfeoti on rnay 
be in terms of prog;ress as well -~ s in other factors, and be led briefly 
· through the training the band has had. It might be we.ll to talk 'Ni:bh 
your audience during the concert.·. Those. listening really should have a 
part in the pr ogrem. · 
Ex. 1·- 9 will demonstrate th9 first rehearsal. 
Ex~ 53 will illust;ra.te the first h8 rmony. 
Ex~ 98, 99, 100, 101 will illus·brate the first four tunes le!:lrned .. 
Ex. 137 will ilh~strate tho learning of accompaniment. A choice 
of' 138., 139, 140 or 141 will illustrate how this. accompani;,. 
ment supports the melody. · · 
Ex. 157 will illustrate the type of chorale learned• 
·Ex. 170 Will illustrate the harmonized folk tune. 
Ex~ 177 will illustrate the waltz and ita aooomoanimerzt. 
Ex. 238 will illustrate the accompaniment of a 2/4 polka or march. 
Ex. 239 will illustrate the melodic parts of a polka or march. 
Ex. 240 Will illustrate o OJ.nter melody as it might ocour in a 
march ar polka. 
Ex. 241 will illustrate how aooornpaniment, melody, and ocunter 
·melody may .fit together. 
Ex. 202 might finish yrur program." 
It so happens tmt the exercises ori the a bore list are practically 
·the only ones that ociuld be played that would s cund like anything other 
than a meaningless series of tones. RelDI!lmbering that all exercises are 
only ei,ht measures ip. length, any self-respecting music teacher should. 
bane hi a head in sham if he could not produce a better. result tha:n. this 
in liX months • 
Moat certainly, muoh outside material must be combined with hard 
work on the part of teacher and' students to obtain a musicianly result 
·with this m"thod .. 
·' .. ; ~. f. 
.;. 
.. •'t': •.· 
. '' '(; . .. - :· .' 
' ::·' ~ ... 
j 






,· -· CHAPTER X 
THE UNIVERSAL TEACHER - Maddy-Giddings 
The Universal Teacher Was compiled by Joseph E. Maddy and T. P. 
Giddin~s in 1926, and is published by The Willis Music C!lllllpnny, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. It is a method book for both orohestr~l and band instru• 
mente. The strings and wind instrumants are divided, with each section 
studying separately. At no time in the procedure are strings and wind 
instruments combined, e~cept when one section transpoaes its music to 
conform with tblt or the ather seotioris. 
The con tent of this method consists of 43 uni s ooa 1 and 40 two and 
three ... pnrt pieces, most of which are familiar and well-.ohoson folk songs. 
The fingering charts are adequate. No preliminary or supplementary ex-
ercises are ccmtained in tho book and the instructions pertaining to care 
of the instrwoonts, embouchure and playing position are very sketchy. 
The use of keya is adequately done, am the range progression is even. 
There are no foot;..note explanations. 
The fundamental principle of' this ~thod is based on the theory 
that students learn to play more easily and more adequately by starting 
to p ley tunes at the very outset of' instruction instead of wading 
. . - . 
through many dull preparatory exercises. In order to play thtue tunes, 
however, the students must know ?hat they sound like; therefore, eaoh 
tune is learned by singing it with "sol-fa" syllables. ·Since the ap-
proach of this book is minly .f'rom the melodio point of' view, it may be 
a f'ore,one conoltision that to be ef'f'eotive in any possible way, the pro-
cedure must be presented by an exceptionally capable teacher. At no time 
is any particular problem clearly outlined or defined. The theory of 










1oult rhythmic and fingering problems into the pieces contained in the 
procedure, and that the students will learn and obtain an insight into 
these problems in a painless and enjoya.blelmanner. This theory sounds 
yery well, and to all appearances it shcnld work, but it emphatioa.lly 
is not practical with beginners. During the experiments conducted on 
be'inners with the approaches of too various methods disol.tssed in thb 
thesis, the procedure ot learnin~ to play pieces that the students could 
sing, was tested very thoroughly.. It was pr 011ed o molusi vely that there 
· is a "rery law correlation between knowing a piece completely enough to 
EO 
---
.:___ ___ sing.,-and-the-aotua·l playing of it~ Such familiar pieces as "Silent 
Night", "Amerio.a", "Lightly Row", and "Good Nighh:adies", were used in 
the tests. Tho pupils knew the tunes perfectly end sang them either with 
words or syllables, but when they tried to play these tunes, they tailed 
misersbly. They did nob have sufficient mastery of their instruments to 
combine the notes with the fingerings. Naturally, the pieces. were event-
ually played, but only after they had been learned practically by rote. 
In tact, most or the students ~ould play the 'tunes equally well when they 
were not looking at the music, indicating that the work .had been memor-
ized. It was alao sha.vn in these tests that there is a minirrium car:cy-• 
OYer ot rhytbnio ti~res t'rom a known 'blne to one to be sight-read •. A 
test was used in which the students played ''Ainerica", with special em-
phasi~ placed ~on the dotted quarter note pattern contained in this 
piece. Immediately after the playing of "America", the student was told· 
to play "London Bridge is Falling Down". In eTery case, the dotted quar-
ter note in the new tune was i~nored, and much e;plaining and drill were 
lleoessary to play that particular ri,ure Correctly in the new piece. 
These tests would inliaate that, instead ot being a short out to 
ade~uate musicianship, th.ia partioqlar technique. ot playing with no pre .. 
- ,__,_/- -
limiru:ry drill would be the difficult way to learn. Unt'ortunate!ily, at 
th:t.s ste~e of instruoti on the notation and fingering patterns set up 
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in the student• s consciousness are. undeveloped_, and the rate of 11transf~r 
of trainin!:" from one problem to another is very lovr •. Instead of being 
a complete failure, ho~ver, this book takes on a new significance as a 
supplement for a regular method 1D ok. It has definitely been shown that 
the more advanaed students can play tht~~ fami.liar pieces in the book muoh 
mo_re. easily than they play unfamiliar pie~es, because their thinking and 
playing processes are o·oordinated. to a higher degree of di:ff'ioulty, There-
fore, af.ter the reaction patterns to sight-singing, reading, and playing 
are developed by drill material, the mastery of more .complex problems . 
becomes easier by introducing such material as is ocntained in this book;. 
This oonolufJion, of ooursej) is the basis of all modern methods which p·re• 
l::Jf.lnt drill material :f'irat, ani add motiyation and transfer of training 
later in the form ot supplementary. pieces. 
An unnecessary feature of this .methcd is the emphasis placed on 
transposition from the very first exercises to the end of the book. The 
students are directed to play Re. call it Do, and play the tune again 
one ~tep higher. ·At this stage of instruction, this technique if! Tery 
poor, because the students are concentrating on the original notes, and 
the insertions ot transpositions will only serve to ·confuse and bewilder 
them. .This prooedure is a preparation for the time when the string and 
wind instruments play together, because to do so with this book, one of 
the seotions must transpose. It seems t:tat the first year, let alone 
the first week, or in~truotion is not the time to introduce transposi• 
tion •. The second or eTen ihe third. year ·of instruction would be a more 
appropriate time to introduce transposition. 
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IHl a method book ~Jxoept. in the hands of' a.n exceptional teacher, who 
would be f'oroed to introduce much blackboard and supplementary drill. 
The aim is toward musioi!nship and future band and orchestra work. 
The time limit, if' used as a beginning book, is problems.tioal and de-
- . 
pends upon both the student and the teacher. 
. f• ' . 




BAND TRAINING o. Aknoini 
The M:lnoini inttthod was written. and used fOr years in manu~oript 
form by Frank M:lncini at the Modesto High School. It was published and 
placed on the Jmrket in 1939 by Harold H. Bartlett of Tt.tlare. Califorr..ia. 
This method is gaining widespread popularity among music teachers in 
Northern California, end has und rubtedly the best approach to precision 
in rhythm that has yet been devised. The Modesto High Sohool bends have 
fOr years been noted for the-fr-e bi lity to oouit rhjthm.ic problems cor• 
rectly • and for their exactness of' tone sustenance. A study of' the "Man-
cini-Bartlett Chart .for 1v:easured Rhythm in :V1usiort wi 11 show that there b 
a minimum margin of probable error itl counting problems when the system 
is used as it sht)uld be. It has .been proven that the worst oases of' 
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counting and rhythmic deficiencies on both elementary and secondary levels 
oan be· strait;htened out by this system. · The fundaments 1 idea of' this 
o}lart is the "Down-Up" foOt tapping principle of separatin~ the rhythm, 
which has been inuse for a comparatively long time. But Mllnoini has 
,one m.ueh farther than merely dirlding beats by .. Down Up" • or by arrows 
l t, as used ·by Jl8ny methods; his diagrams also indicate the duration of' .· 
the tone in ita relationship to the notes. The signs in the ohart indi-
cete exactly where the note should be played according to the position 
of' the toot. 
The whole note is presented in the chart· with the diagram: 
tJ v v v 
u ... --..... ""'·"' , .. ~ 
0 ~ 'Z ---·~-· 
~ I 
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The line underneath the foot and "the di8r;ram represents the 
tl•or. The lines between the dots indicate that the tone is held 
continuously: from one position of' the foot to the other- therefore the 
n.ote il'l held while the foot goes fr<Xn Down to Up four times~t The tone 
· is st9.1·ted when "tile foot taps the floor on the first Down tap. J..n e:x:• 
planation in the ohart states: nBe $Ure to end on the last Up beat ... 
Thus, the duration of t.he tone h exactly defined. As will be nated, 
the tone stops on exactly the last Up beat, and is not resUmed until the 
---f'oo't_is__D_own egain. It may be clearly seen th~not only the attack ·but 
also the release of a tone by a Band is to be more exact by usin~ this 
v "' 
system. 
The Ha 1t note is treated thus : l () :::: 
p J) 
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The Quarter note: (hold exactly fran Down to Up) 
l-.. ··l·.·.v ... , -
Eighth notes: (play one note when foot hits the 
floor, and one when the foot is 
up. leave a space between t·he 2 
points) 
Dotted Quarter and Ei,hth: (The dotted quarter 
starts and stops 
on a Dow:n beat) 
; ..... 













Synoop~ti on: (think of playing the Quarter 
note bac kwa.rd s, i.e, starting 
on Up, and ending on DaWn) 
v 
Sixteenth Notes: (space notes eTenly) r t 11 = ,,,_.
Dotted Eighth and Sixteenth: (the sixteenth comes 
in the s arne p la oe a s the 4th note 
in the preceding diagrams) 
Syncopation in One Beat: (attack two notes en Down; 
hold the second unti 1 the foot is 
Up, and then attack ·the last six• 
teenth) 
3 
Triplets: (Measure evenly Down~· rT1 _ 
Middle and Up. Mentally''' -
aocent the first note) 
!) 
n ,., = 
m -- ··\R ... -"'., 
- ,, 
0\J 
It may naturally be a sswood that the Down-Up method is to be 
used a·a a crutch in the lee."rning of time values and rhythms, many ot 
which are very dii'fioult for the beginner, and when incorrectly learned 
will. easily lead to bad habits difficult to break. It has been shovtn · 
. in the past thlt a player will,. thro~h constant associati® with Down• 
Upe,. become so accustomed to playing accQrding to them that in time a 
i 




ner eaoh time the situation occurs. 
There ere 34 lessons containing 260 exercises. in the method. ot 
these exercises, 53 are individual, occurring at the same time for all 
instruments - each having a problem particularly adapted to its own 
needs at that time. These individual exeroi ses ere designated by a· <+> 
&fter the exercise number; and it was noted that 39 of these ooourred 
in the first 100 studi~s: only 14 remaining in the last 160 exercises. 
_ The .f'ollQWing is a general outline c£ the sequence of the pro'b• 
lems attacked in the course: 
Pre-Ensemble. Ei,ht scales' w~.th fingerings for reference. (Concert 






· Ex. 1-12 Pre-ensemble starting t cnes. Whole notes and 
rests. 
Ex. 12-24 VJhole notes. and rests (Ensemble begins) 
Ex. 25-32 Half notes .and rests .. 
Ex. 41-48 F.xtending the range. 









. apprceoh the 3rd hannohio.) 
Ex. 49 .. 55 Quarter notes: J ) } .J l· 
Ex. 56-63 New key (Concert Eb) 
Ex. 64-70 The tie, dotted half notes, 2/4 time. 
Ex. 71-7~ 3/~ time. . 
nnnn·l 75~83 Eighth notes: , ., ,.,. , , , , . . Ex. 
Ex. 84-93 Eighth notes and rests (Yll)odwirtds in upper 
register t.o top of staff; brasses to 4th harmonic~) 
Ex. 94-100 Technique studies. 
· Ex.' 101 -108 New Key (Concert F) 
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Lesson 14 Ex. 109 -114 Dotted quarter notes. . · · · 
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Luson 15. Ex. ll5-12:5 New Key (Concert Ab) 
I Lesson 16 Ex. 124-1:50 Synoopati on: .JJ )J } .FJ_JJ -/ ,P ,I .,.P /. 
I Lesson 17' 18 Ex. 131-148 Cut time. Lesson 19 Ex. 149-158 New key (Concert C) 
J 
..... 
Lesson 20, 21 Ex. 159-170 Sixteenth notes. {All combinations) 
I Lesson 22 Ex. 171-179 New key {Concert Db) 
Lesson 23, 24 Ex. 180-192 Dotted eighths and sixteenth notes. 
lhytrun: JJj }Jj /.9) ,~ J.,ry> }"] /. 
Lesson 25 Ex. 193-199 New key {Concert C) 
H-e-----Lesson 26-;27-;28~-Ex~- 200~218 .6/Sutlme:JJ} J)) }/..':). H ;J n )J)-;P~\-.. ----·· 
Lesson 29 'Ex. 219-224 Triplets 
lesson 30 Ex. 225-235 Chromatic scales. 
Lesson 31 Ex. 236-245 Scale studies. 
Lessor~ 32 Ex. 246-254 Chord studies (Arpeggios in a 11 keys) 
Lesson 33 Ex. 255~260 TUning (Daily tuning procedure) 
Lesson 34 Rhythm- studies (Review and reference) 
Most or the exercises in this method are written in unison for all 
instruments. There are, however, 23 little pieces scattered throughout 
the book, st~rting with siraple ohorals and songs, and iater adding 
accompaniment patterns in various time signatures, and trios from 
eiinple inarohes, thus indicating a. definite goal for the players, and at 
the same time, rrakin~ the course more interesting and meaningful. 
The material is carefully graded throughout the course, vlith no. 
abrupt changes into new problems. All the approaches to new problems 
are methodicnlly filled with ne..terial already learned, end the new 
aituation is presented. in its sin:plest form, beoorr.ing more complex as . 








. The- starting tone for all brass instruments is the second open 
fundamental. The woodwinds start their initial tone with the first finger 
ot the left hand down. (E~ for clarinets: B~ for oboe; C~ for flute, 
eto.) 
The fundamentalS of music ere developed in an exceptionally thorough 
manner, with preferred fingerings indicated in all questionable procedures. 
Concise footnote explanations, and supplementary exercises for individual 
problems_ are .jusiciously placed in order to avoid possible confusion. 
Interesting presentation has been saorii'ioed in many places in order to 
---- --· - -·---
insure complete knowledge of each problem which, as every teacher of 
music knows 1 is ace omp lished only by thorough dri 11. Mr. Mancini has 
tried to compensate for this lack of' interesting procedure by inserting 
little tunes at various intervals. Teachers who are using this methw 
at the presen:t time say that their students enjoy playing these little 
pieces very rnuch, and look forward to new ones as the procedure pro-
. 1 
grasses. This supplies a wholesome motivation. If a teacher should 
feel that the exercises are not interesting enough, he might easily 
bring in supplementary material in the fo~m of a beginning band folio. 
The aim of the method is the mastery of' the fundamentals ot' muslo, 
and the result should be gratifying if' each lesson has been given ad-
equate attention and drill. The students should be able to play quite 
advanced band music, because of' the drill they have had in oruntin~ 
problems, scale studies, and difficult and abnormal fingerings. 
The time length of the !lBthod depends on the teacher, the 
aTere.ge duration being six months • 
. 1Lawrenoe Littleton at Galt High School; Virl Swan at Sonora High School; · 
Alfred Rageth at Turlock High School. 
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One of the highlights of the course is its anticipation, of 
difficulties that beginners are prone to experience. and the stops 
that are taken to remedy a condition before confusion or incorrect 
technique has a. chance to arise. 
It can easily be seen that this method is the result of much 
research and experience on the part of Mr. Mancini and his collaborators, 
and the results obtained should be the foundation of' a sound musical unit. 
. . -~ 
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~RAFTER XII 
THE MOORE BAND COORSE - E. C. Moore 
The author of this method, !·~r. E. c. rtoore, is a well known band 
teacher, who has developed many state champion bands and solo inatru-
mentalists in Appleton, Wisconsin. In addition to this method, he has 
collaborated with c.c. Daniel in the designing of the "step by Stop" 
band opurse, which will be discussed later in this thesis. The !!oore 
course was published in 1930 by Carl Fischer, Ino. 
by inexperienced teachers.. Each step of ins·truoti on is very carefully 
outlined to both teacher and student. The Teacher• s 1,~anual assumes 
textbook proportions, and thoroughly presents embouchurE!, syllables 
used in tone production, and the care of each instrument, with man:-: pic-. 
torial illustrations. Conducting~ rehearsal procedure, program build-
ing, and almost all of the. problems confronting a music teacher are alSo 
developed in the Manual. All footnote explanations are clear and adequate. 
The procedure iS interesting because all exercises are harmonized 
in four parts •. All parts are indicated by the latters: A, B, C, and D, 
and can be played individually or collectively. The parts are •uritten 
in octaves as much as possible so that the students may be given work 
in all the registers of their instruments. 
The course contains 90 fully harmonized exercises, of which 31 
are tuneful folk songs suitable for 8 recital or concert. 
Only fQUr keys are used in the 8otualpl8ying exercises, but the 
drill on scales at the end of' the book comiJ8nsates in some measure for . 
the deficiency, thus rmking the course, as 8 whole, quite adequate in 
-;' 
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regard to the use of ks~·s. 
The following is a general outline of the sequence of problems 
attacked in this method: 
Ex. 1 - 5 Whole notes and rests. (Starting tone is held for 8 beats 
with two tied notes.) 
Ex. 6 Half notes. 
Ex. 7 Quarter notes : \ \ \ \ .., , , - eto. 
Ex. a - 10 
Ex. 11 
------- -------
Ex. 12 - 14 
Ex. 15 Folk song.involving eocidentals. 
Ex. 16 Ne·,•: key: Ab 
Ex. 17 - 18 Dot ;..ed half note. Comparing: r.J ) J with rJ. ) ........ 
Ex. ..... 20 .1.;1 -- "Blua Bells of- Sootland 11, an~ extending the range. 
Ex. 21 - 23 Dotted half notes, syncopation, arid dotted quarter nates.· 
Comparing ql. ) with} ,) _,\ and 2/4 ,.l • .,.f" 
Ex. 24 "Stars of the Summer Night". 
Ex. 25 - 26 New key: . F. 1Nhole and slurred half notes. 
Ex. 27 - 28 I . t \ ' \ ~ Eighth notes presented with the figure 4 4 , , , , ~'".J 
·and eomoa red in the next exercise with sixteenth ·notes: 
2/4 FR=\ ~ _,.- . . . . ,,, ,_ .. . . . . . 
Ex. 29 - 30 Dotted quarter notes: 4/4 ). }'-). ,f\ compared with 
I 11 I =t F=t t ~ , . , , .. -.... , , . , 
Ex. 31 Clarinets crossing the break. 
Ex. 32 - 33 _ _ Accompaniment figure leading to further development of 
syncopation. 
compared with 2/4 
1 
All keys are introduced in choral style, with no scales. The 6onoert 
key is indica ted. 
Ex. 34 - 35 Eight and sixteenth notes developed. 4/4 J JJ .. J .. )J 
oo1o1pared with 2/4 .,f"")j .,r.,f}. 
Ex. 36 - 41 3/4 time presented: ,.} / ~}. eto. end developed 
with sixvmltzea. 
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Sx. 42 3/8 time introduced by playing "America 11 first in 3/4, then 
in 3/8 time. 
Ex. 43 - 44 "Santa Lucia" and "Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes 11 o (3/.8) 
(Key of Db) 
Ex. 45 - 48 6/8 time introduced with "Sweet and Low", and further 
developed with 3 folk songs. 
Ex. 49 - 64 -Folk smgs involving general review end abrupt presentation 
of triplets, Cut time. 
Ex. 65 - 76 Harmonized chromatic scale st11dies. Each exercise starts 
on a different scale step. All exercises are of the 
following order: 
Ex. 77 - 83 
Ex. 84 - 90. 
1 
2 Harmonized m9 jor scales. . Each exercise is 8 measures long 
and presents the ascending and qesoending seale ste-ps within· 
an octave in quarter notes; ending with a I V I atpee;gio. 
Harmonic parts B, C, and D are given blackboard rhythmic 
figures for variety and drill. 
Harmonized minor scales.
3 
Ascending in melodic and descend-
ing in Harmonic. The procedure is the same as the above 
major scales-. 
1All ~eottons may play part A, and later divide the parts. Various 
rhythmic patterns are to be placed on a blackboard for the alteration 
of' parts A, B, c, and D. 
2 .. 
Scales presented are Concert Bb,. C, Db, Eb, F, GQ,and Abe 
3soales presented are Concert Bb, c, Db, Eb, F, Gb and Ab. 
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. The procedure is progressively arranged, with special attention 
given to the slow and even development of the instrumental ranges. 
When a new rhythmic problem is introduced, the notes or the previous 
exercises are utilized, thus simplifying the procedure and giving the 
student only one new factor to work on. 1ihenever possible, the known 
situation is compared with the one to be learned. For instance. an 
exercise involving quarter and eighth notes in 4/4 time wi 11 be re-
pe_ate~ with the same notation, but with eighth and sixteenth notes in 
2/4 time. This is good pedagog.Y and an accepted method or presenting 
H------------------------------
problems that will insure understanding and insight on the part of the 
student. The ulttmate development of the new problem, however, is 
unfortunately negle.cted. Only one exercise is usually devoted to the 
presentation; then instead of developing and enlarging this new 
problem, the procedure veers to some other phase of instruction. ·rhis 
would indicate that supplerne~tary material is needed for the develop-
ment of materia 1 that is presented. 
The pieces in the form of familiar folk songs are well chosen• 
They are all slow in tempo, but while leading to adequate intonation 
a11d concert recital, they do not aim ~or the march playing situation 
.which is so essential to -school bands. "Vfuen Johnny Co!Ties 1,farching 
. Home". is the only piece in the book that could be designated as an 
approach to the futur~ playing o.f' rna rches • 
. . ' . 
'!'his inadequacy of development .end aim toward march playing 
could be ov-ercome by the bla.ckboard dri n· advocated for the hal"monic 
parts of the 25 scaie exercises at the end of the book. An enter-. 
prising teacher could detect difficulties or rhythm and take the 
neoossnry steps for their correction by this methOd. Almost any 
···"-. __,_ _ _._:._ - ----- - - . 
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combinati_on of notes could be utili~ed by this blackboard method. Fifty-
two co~binstion of notes, ti6S; and dots are suggested in the oonduotor' s 
score. 
Taking a 11 factors into consideration, this method should prove 
to be entirely adequate especially for a teacher with lim Hod 
knowledge of' band instruments and technique. The aim is t01onrd good 




as this is used. 
The duration of the course should not exceed six mopths, and it 
could be adequately completed in one semester under the direction of a 




THE SHORT CUT BAND lvlETHOD - Me tea lf' 
This book was written by Leon V. Metcalf' of' Pasadena, California, 
and published in 1936 by the Fillmore Music House, Cincinnati, Ohio. Mr. 
Metcalf' is one of the leading musio educators in California, and his book 
is becoming more and more popular among teachers throughout the country. 
It was recommended as the best method now .available to music teachers 
··by the band faculty of the Interloken Surru:ter Camp of 1939, and has been 
------c-~ua.rui___wi.t_h_notable_s.U.O_C_ess nthis last year by the Stockton High School 
Music Department. 
The Short Cut Method is published in three books, Book 1 con-
taining the presentation of the "'!arious problems confronting beginners, 
·and Books 2 and 3 containing developmental material and preparation 
,. for the future~ band situations.· All exercises are harmonized and have 
titles such as: "Cuckoo'', "Chimes'', "Polka", "Upidee'', etc. There are 
no pre-ensemble or supplementary exercises. The preliminary instructions 
and fingering charts era fairly adequate. 
The following is a general outline of the sequence of problems 
attacked in this course: 
Book 1. 
. Ex. 1 
. . . 1 
Whole notes and res·ts. Starting notes. Concert Bbchord • 
Ex. 2 Half notes and rests. 
Ex. 3 Quarter notes: )) ) ~\ \ o l\. 
Ex. 4 .o 21 Development of whole~ half, and quarter notes. Quarter rests 
presented in Ex. 16. 
1 . 
All exercises in the book are harmonized in 2 and 3 parts. 
Exe 22 - 24 Key of Concert Eb • 
Ex. 25 - 31 Further development and presentation of ties and dotted 
half notes. 
E.x. 32 Key of Concert F. 
Ex. 33 - 68 General review. Extension of range; 3/4 time; lst and 
2nd endings. Woodwinds cross the break in Ex. 50. 
(Cl. C to G) 
Ex. 69 - 71 Key of Concert Ab. 
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. Ex. 72 Theme and variations 
h8lf, and whole notes 
review of rhythms involving querter, 
t=~nd rests. 
-------'-Ex-.-7-3---14----Ereselltation_~of __ e:i.ght}l notes: *!W') I ~l d / ,Q .,.\ ..J\ )) ) f. 
Ex. 75 Presentation of eighth rests: }"))) ( 1 \]) --r [. 
Ex. 76 - 84 Development of' eighth notes and rests. Presen·t;ation of 
dynamic marks. 
Ex. 85 Grace notes: f J . ...~ J I " -.' __. 
Ex. 86 - 88 Exercises for counting rests and taoet measures. 
10 unisonal exercises containing; fingering; drills in 7 band keys: 
13 exercises contfJ.ining; chrorw.tic. scales. 
Book 2. 
31 exercises in the fonn of little pieces 32 measures in length. 
The book contains lO waltzes, 16 marches, 3 ohorals, and 2 canons. 
Book 3. The Second Reader Band Boolc. 
A follow up of the two preceding books, containin~ 30 pieces and 
selections, 32 to 64 measures in length. The book includes 6 we.lt~~s, 
5 lll$rches, 1.1nd 6 ohorals. The remaining pieces are selections oo.-nposed 
of :f.'olk dances, l,ullabys, serenades, etc. 
It will be noted thab only the more fundamental problems are 
---










presentation of dotted notes, out time, syncopation, eto. These problems 
are all contained in the pj.eoes in Books 2 and 3, and dave loped qui ta 
adequately. I had the opportunity of asking Mr. Metcalf about these 
shortcomings inhis procedure, and he replied that time and space pro-
hibi ted the inclusion of these problems in Book 1. The Fillrnore 
Publishing house insisted that there bo three books, and that they be 
limited to a certain amount of mterial to facilitate sales. It is 
unfortunate· that uornmorcialism should bs emphasised so grestl~r in a 
H----'-----:f-ield-suohc-as~public_sohool music th& t Yi tJtl pi"o'ble!TIS Qf begi.I1!lin.g 
instrumentalists ar~ neglao·ted. The presentation of the advanced prob-
lems are, however, contained in the pieces in Books 2 and 3 in a 
manner that is fairly easy for the student to grasp. The main de-
fieiency of the method is its complete ignoring of the sixteenth note 
and rest in any po1·tion of the three books. 
At first glnnoe, it would seem that the neglect of. many 
important problems of band work, and the exclusion of sixteenth notes 
from the procedure would place this method on the list of inadequate 
or useless book~, but after a thor.ough study and analysis of the books, 
the ·raot becomes more and more apparent that the procedure is eesignera''"~" .. 
in such a way that the progression of instruction is so even and unifor:n 
that the various stages of development are quite imperceptible. The 
metamorphosis from beginner to member of intermediate band is one 
continued process with no gaps or transitory periods in the total 
~~~-- -· --- ·---·------·--.- ---- ·--- -- --··-- - -"- -- -- -. ---·--- ------· ---- --"·--· 
situation, in spit~ or the lamentable absence or formal presentiition 
in many problems. Other methods studied in this thesis .employ the use 
of more than one book but their transition from one book to the ·other 




their extended procedure are minimized. In other oases~ the ultimate 
goal of the oourse is unclear, and when the books are oanpleted, the 
students are unable to play the music of intermediate or advanced band. 
Suoh is definitely not the case in the Short Cut Method. The a~.:n 
that or playing band music - is emphasized at all times. 
Since I hav-e condemned many methods for their inadequacy in the 
presentation and development of rhyth:nio problems, the question msy 
-arise in -tha-mind of the reader as to ~hy I sti 11 consider the Shcrt 
in thE! presenta·tion of problems, but in the type of material it 
utilizes for the preparation of the student for future barid work. 
While the formal presentati.on of the problems h lacking, as· was satd 
before, they are a 11 o ontained so!newhere in the later procedure, and 
it is the teacher's responsibility to see that an insight is gained 
frCIJ!l this type of presentation. This course is in many respects much 
like the old type of folio beginning band books, with the exception 
that Book 1 prepares the pupils more thoroughly for the subsequent 
books. The theory, however. is the same. mamely: letting the students 
learn by playing, and not by drill exerciSes. i'lhether the technique 
of formal presentation of' problems with drill exercises is better than 
the subtle insertion of the o 001plex problems int.o pieces after reaction 
patterns have been set up by formal presentation of the simpler problems 
is up to the teacher. 
The use of keys throughout the course is quite adequate, and much 
attention is given in Book 1 to arpeggios and chromatic cha ng~s. 
·Since all of the exercises are harmonized, the interest of the 





regular plaoo in band musio, and the actual band situation is experienced, 
such as horns playing afterbeats, woodwinds, in high register, etc. Book 
2 contains easy pieces with simple rhythms, gradually becoming more 
complex, until in Book 3 the material assumes advanced band proportions .. 
The time length for the completion of the 149 exercises in the 
three books should vary from 6 to 9 months, depending, as usual, on the 
teacher and student. 
1 .... 







ENS&•:lBLE BAND METH<D . Smith - Yoder ... Bachman 
This method is the result of careful preparation and experimentation 
on the part of Claude Smith, Supervisor of Elementary School Music in 
Evansville • Indiana. His collaborators were Paul Yoder, the well known 
arriuiger • and Harold Bachman. The method was published in 1939 by Neil 
A. Kjoe Music Company, Chicago. 
' · The procedure is exceptionally well organized and graded, and can 
be successfully used on ~h~ e_lementary school level. The method contains 
100 unisonal exercises devoted to presentation of problems, and 74 develop-
mental exercises in the form of harmonized pieces and supplementary in .. 
dividual drill. Pertinent footnote explanations .and direction are p:r_-e-
sented with nearly every exercise. The fingering charts are adequate, 
and as the instruction proceeds, all new fing<3rings are indicated under 
the new notes. There are no pre-ensemble exeroises. The rhythmic 
problems are clearly and logically presented, and the range of pro-
gression is slow and even• 
The following is a general outline of the sequence of problems 
. attacked in this method: . 
Ex. .1 - 3' Whole notes and rests. (Starting tone is first space 
Concert F). 
Ex. 4 Tied half notes: r~ c} -= C':) -
Ex. 5 
. . \ \ \ \ Tied quarter notes: .. _.-_,_. = c" 
Ex. 6 - 7 Dotted half notes. (3/4 time) 
Ex. 8 - 19 Davelopment
1
or whole and half notes~ Accidentals introduced. 
(6 pieoes ) · 
1Little un-numbered and harmonized pieces are placed on the opposite page 
of eFioh p:ro~lem presentation for its f'urth~r development.The occurenoe. 
and num.per of these pieces in th,i.s method will be indicated by: ( ) 
11 
Ex. 20 - 22 Accidonta l!!r. (Chromatic steps) 
Ex. 23 Tetraahord, explained and developed in Concert Eb. 
Ex. 24 - 32 Quarter notes presented: ) ) .J) ( .J t ) "f· / ~ (7 pieces) 
Ex. 33 - 39 Eighth notes presented: 2/4 ,.fl1 ,fl. '7 I ) 't) '1 \. (5 pieces) 
Ex. 40- 50 The slur is presented on all intervals to a fifth.(5 pieces) 
Ex. 51 .. 58 Development of chromatics and accidentals. (7 pieces) 
Ex. 59 - 63 Rhythmic studies containing eighth notes and rests. (6 pieces) 
Ex. 64 - 69 Tunes and scale studies in two psrt harmony• (6 keys) 
Pf* \ :4 
Ex. 7o -- i1 Sixteenth notes: , ' • ., Counting is done with arrows: 
·~-. t _. ---~4Jzie_oe~)_ _ 
~----~~--~------
Ex. 78 - 83 Dotted eighth note followed by a sixteenth: .-'J .... G 
oanuared with fj ·. fi FFt · F\'. (4 piece. s) . . .... ,, .,,.., . ... - -
Ex. 84 - 87. Cut time. (4 pleoes) .3 3 
'rnl IT'1 rnt . Ex. 88 - 96 Triplets: "' , , ' · , ., • '·,' · 
compared with 2/4 ) ) t. (8 pieces) Ex. 97 - 100 6/8 time: ' , . I ,. . 
Twelve exercises with drill in soales, arpeggios, and chords. 
Keys are conoe:r:t Bb, 'Eb, F, Ab, C, and Db. 
Six pieces for a concert: "Son of My Soul", "Jolly Old St. 
Nicholas·", "Chorale", "The Victor" March, "Sunset" Waltz, and the 
"Plainsman" Ov'erture. 
The procedure of this book is well. organized, and each problem 
is c~early pres~nted in the most logioal order and in its natural sequence 
for eventual e!'feotive musical rna story.· As is the case iri ·all Class I 
methods, 
1 
.the procedure forges .in as straight a line as possible toward 
future band playing, with a minimum of' wasted effort and time in · 
1. 
See Chapter .XVIII for olassifica tion of llJ3thod books. 
. . . : 













achieving this aim.. Sinca the achievement at the conclusion of this 
book h the actual playing of regular Interm~diate Band muSic, the pre-
sentation of problems pocasionally is onvolved with too much previous 
mat~rial. In the hands of a capable teacher, however, this may be an 
asset, since in many of the cases "two birds are hit with one stone", 
and much time is saved. The ultil!l!l te development of all problans is 
adequately consummated. An outstanding feature of the book is the very 
logical way in which each problem is developed by supplementary tunes. 
- - --- -
-One page is usually devoted to the introduction of a problem, while the 
-·-------- --- ---- ------------
1 --oppo-stte-p-age cont.ains a number of tunas which employ the new situations 
and develop it in an adequate manner. Another feature is the presentation 
.of a Theory l~sson at various intervals of the procedure, which helps to 
inte,rate musica 1 knowledge with the actual playing. These Theory 
·lesson8, 8 in number, are presented as tests, and serve as a motivating 
factor in tho assimilation of ~he complete foot-note explanations con• 
tained .in each exe~rcise. All of the fundanentals of music are presented 
except Syncopation, .but with the conditioning the students have revieved 
in ties and the "Do'W11-Up 11 counting technique·, the a bsenoe of this problem 
is negligable. 1'hisproblem will be easily played at its first ooour-
enco .in 8 playing sitUE:bion, With the aid of a simple explanation by the 
teacher. 
The range progression for all instruments is quito even, and the 
'.supplementary individual exercises are scientifically designed to ade":' 
qu~tely develop such problems as <JrOsE!-fingerings, awkward intenal 
. . . 
alcips and slur$, intric~:~te rhythmic figures, eto. 
The pieoes at the end of the o ourse are of the type found in any 
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Band Folio for Intermediate bands. The use of keys 1s well done, and 
! 
the ohromatio and arpeggio studies are an invaluable aid to mastery of 
keys and aocidantal notes as wall as facility of fingering. 
The fingering charts and preliminary instructions are quite 
complete. The explanations of correct playing position and embouchure 
i 
are exceptionally clear, with pictures and diagrams. An interesting 
.feature of these explanations are the ·diagrams which show how to pro-
duoe the tone on brass instruments by buzzing the lips and position of 
i 
- ·- --- --- - --- ------ I 
the mouthpiece on the lips, and the position of the tongue, lips, and 
teeth for the reeds. 
i • 
The time limit of this book should be approximately five months, 
. . I 
and there is little doubt that with this; book as a foundation, .a very 
! 






.STEP BY STEP .. Moore and Daniel 
T.heo Step by Step Elementary Band course, Vol, 1 was written by 
E. C. Moore, who is an Associate Professor at the lawrence Conservatory 
of Appleton, Wisconsin,· and Director of Instrumental }.~usic it:t the 
. Appleton Public Schools. Ita oo-author is c. c. Daniel, Director of the 
Department of l>'•usi!fa 1 Theory nt the Lawr.ence Conseryatory. The book 
was publi~h_ed_ by Carl Fisher Inc. in 1935. This course ha a been quite 
popular with many· ·t;eaohers, 13nd it has a multittide of both go~ a~d bad 
points. Only the first· volume will be discussed in this thesis. 
There are 86 exercises in the method, ranging in size from two-
measured phrases to complete 32-measure pieces. 'Phe exer oises are fully 
harmonized fr-om the start, and care has been taken to give each in-
strument notes.to play that are within easy range. Contrary to.the 
usual procedure in teaching instrumenta 1 technique, that of introduci'ng 
' . 
the beginning notes by whole and half notes for a few. exercises, the 
"Step by Step" eoursEI immediately plunges into quarter notes and half 
·note~. The publisher's explanation for starting out with littlo phrases, 
. . . ... ~.:: ;"'•''• -.. 
instead of the usua 1 method of conditioning by a series of' '~!hole and. half 
notes, is that .the same 'ttlet.hods should be used. in learning to play music 
. . . . 
as we use in lee rning to read English. When e. child learns to read 
English, he is first given r.1any little sentences which are alike; there-
fore the same should·be done in muaio, since tho principles involved are 
· similar. .~·-. 
The individual books in this method are thereguler band sizet· 
5" by 7". 
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There are no preliminary :f.nstruotions, pre-ensemble or scale 
exercises, and at no time is any instrument co:npeJ led to play a complete 
soale. 
The. starting note for the brasses is the second .t'undamenta 1. Bb 
• 
clarinets are given f'irst line E 9 (Cl, notation): C instruments play 
F : Eb instruments play G9 • 
Five-keys-are used; Concer-t F, Bb, Eb, Ab, and D minor. ·They are 
ell introduced within the i'irst 32 measures, then judiciously varied 
throughout the procedure·~ 
The brass fingerings are designated in the first few exercises, 
but as a whole, all instrumentalists' must rely on themselves or the 
teacher in regard to finger:tngs and notation problems. 
. . 
Since all exercises are complete tunes, most of them have titles, 
though not familiar onE;~s, of the following type: "Lullaby", "Hymn", 
"V'ialtz", "Seesaw'', "Jumping Bean'', "Choral"~ "March", etc. 
The following is a general outline of' the sequence of the problems 
attacked in this course: · 
Ex. 1 - 31 Developing embouchure, correct intonation, and perfect attack. 
Ex. 32 - 33 
. Ex. 34· 
Ex. 35 . .. 36 
Ex. 37 
Ex. 38 
The rhythm problems consist of ci ~binati ons of whole, half', 
and qu~'rter riotes in 2/4 ~.nd 4/4 time. 
3/4 time, dotted and tied half notes. 
6/4 time~ 
Study in legato playing - 3/4 time. 
3/8 time. IntroduCing and t:'!ing three ei[Chth notes 
illustrating the d_otted qu~1rter notes: ~r-::? : ). ---
4/8 time. Accompaniment parts have tl),e rhythmic problem: 
) } ) 1 ) } ),1 r 1-















































Rhythmio' problem: r) · ~ 
Eighth notes in 4/4. Rhythmic problems: ) .,\)) J I). ,Pl. 
A 16-bar choral with accompaniment: 't,C)) '1 4fJ) 
. A 32-bar n:arch in cut-time. (accompaniment: 1 ,( l) ) 




EX. 48 - 55 - ·· Lf'lit le pieces. 
-- -----E~-.---56-•-'-5'1'-· -G-larinets crossing -the break. ··Low G to D ··· ; A to E;-a~t-o_F_; 














Ex• 59 - 64 Review of dotte.d quurter notes, clarinets in upper register • 

















Introducing "Da l Seg11o a 1 Fine". 
Introducing sixteenth notes in 3/8 time: ) )) /. 
Waltz in 3/8 time. Eighth-note afterbeat for horns. 
Introducing a minor key (D mihor), and the rhythmic prob-
lem l (l f r-::r"\· in 3/8 time. , , .#.j.' 
Analyzing triplets, shovring similarity between: 
6/8. \ n\ and 2/4 l \II j . · 
41· , .. , , ,~ 
Quick Step li:arch 32 bars. 6/8 time 
~.~arch in 4/4 with fanf-are effects and triplets.· 
·Eighth notes and tics in 4/4 time. 
Sixteenth notes in 2/4 timo. 
Dotted quarter in 4/4 time• 
Syncopation in 4/4 and 2/4 time. 
A. 32-mes sure piece in 2(4 tirne involving oareful.a rtiou- ·. 
lation: ~(1 ) 7 I· 
In analyzing this method, one detrimental .foetor becomes quite 
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evident. This ia the incoherence and laok of orgenization of the meterial. 
A problem is constantly introduced in one or two ~cerci sea, then abandoned, 
not to appear for a long wr.ile, and when it does, it stays much too 
briefly to allow the pupil to grasp the essence of the problem. The 
fundamental educational process of drill and repetition of. a new problem, 
so essential to instrumental pedagogy, is definitely neglected in this 
method. An idea of the vagueness and inconsistancy of procedure will be 
_gei_D.~d _in t_h~ e~a;np~es to follow. In Ex. '31,. the eighth note is very 
oapa bly introduced by _:~~u_rhythmio r:igures: ~ r;,r:) [ .,_~ .-{) (_) ~ .,..i_}.' ·~\~- _ ~ -~ ~---­
and follovled in Ex. 38 in 4/8 time by . r I I \ with the accompaniment 
. "'"" ~-r t l>t figure: ., , .- · "r ~ These notes are a 11 on one or two seale steps, and 
instead of adding further exercises in different patterns, and a wider 
variety of scale steps, the next three exercises revert be.ok to half and 
quarter notes. Ex. 42 brings baok the ~ighth note v'.'ith the pattern: 
) ,i) ) ) coupled with the impractical and painfully abrupt 
introduction of the dotted quarter followed by an eighth, by the pattern: 
} ,_') •'· }\ The next exercise is in half notes, With the accompaniment 
·figures: "'f. J J) 1 _r:JJ , but with no traoe ~f a dotted quarter note. 
Then for the next three exercises, the procedure slides back into half 
and quarter notes. Eighth notes reappear in Ex. 48 for the purpose· of 
introducing 6/8 tiine ~ and then the procedure immediately veers off into 
3/4 time, with no eighth notes, for the following six exerci_ses. To 
sum,'larize, eighth notes occurred .i"n only five out of fifteen exercises, 
after their first. presentation, before they finally becone~ quite cOOlinon · 
attar Ex. 52. In the 6/8 problem, the introduction occurred ln E;x;. 46, 
with only two appearances (Ex• 48 and 62) before the re.al development 
occurred in Ex. 69. As was also noted, the dotted quarter followed by 
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an eighth note was abruptly introduced in Ex. 42, and did not occur again 
until Ex. 58, where it was analyzed r r 1 1 ) very well with the figure:·-'·, , , 
n ,-, J ' t' I .., .... ' ...... ', . ,. , in 4 8 time. 'rhen like the other problems, it also . 
disappeared and reappeared at intervals, the reocourances coming in Ex. 
63, 65• and 81. In other words, the dotted quarter note followed by en 
ei~hth. which is one of the hardest rhytrunio problems with which a 
student is confronted, occurred in only four exercises in the method. The 
conclusion may be drawn that sketchy appearances such as the reocourance 
- -
of these problems would confuse rather than strengthen a student's re-
action toward them. It can be seen that the teacher will be oonfront'ed 
with a number of tasks, due to the unorganized state. of the method. Sinoe 
there ere no regular lessons in the book, a capable tea oher could skip 
around to the various exercises to bring the similar problems into a 
united whole. This is qui'te possible, because the ranges of the instru-. 
mente in the exer.cises are liinit~d. The b-rasses _go Qnly one note above· 
their third fundamental (Dif for trumpets) 1 and the woodwind.s reach their 
high notes in crossing the break, and are nat required to go higher in 
any of the subsequent exercises • 
The teolulique. of presentation or problems is naturally quite 
interesting to the studel:lt, because all exercises are tuneful and melodic," 
but whether the m terial can be reta ined 11 and .followed through is very 
problematical because of the lack of emphasis given to ·each presentation. 
The intr9duotion of and drill on half 11 and ~uarter nates is thorough and 
quite adequate. Eighth nates and triplets are introduced cleverly, .but 
t'he subsequent haphazard drill would· indicate a questionable mastery._ The 
presentation of sixteenth notes: was inadequately done, arid in spite or 
_their later comparison to eighth notes, the student's grasp of the problem 
would be a diffi~ult achievement. The dotted quorter note t'ollO'I'fed by 
an eighth is definitely not presented clearly, and the presentations of 
6/8 time and the do·bted eighth note are likewise not clear. 
The salient feature of this method is the thorough way in which 
the exercises present the actual band situations to the .student .. Every 
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exercise is a piece of music, and is treated as such, with full harmony, 
each instrument doing what it wruld eventually do in an advanced band. 
- -- - --- -- - ·- -- - -
The horns play af'terbeats~ and the brasses and woodwinds take their usual 
voicings. (naturally within their limited mn:ges)-althou-gh lst ana 
2nd clarinet and trumpet parts are occasionally doubled. 
Another feature of this course is its nanner of having the 
clarinets cross the break by using similar fingerings in two differ~nt 
pieces, but pressing the octave key while playing the second piece. 
The aim of the course is definitely toward future band music. 
. . 
Though the ranges of the brasses are quite limited, at the conclusion 
of Volume I,muoh elementary band materia 1 oot1 ld be brought into use 
' 
for the ensemble. The lack of scale technique of. all instruments and 
the absolute ignorance of alternate fingerings by the woodwinds wcAJld 
however-, indicate that, to get a creditable musical result with the . . 
"Step by Step'' course, a supplementary book of individua 1 studies would 
be needed. 
The time length of the coorse ·should not exceed three months, if 
the class is held every school day~ At the end of this time a creditable 
program could be presented, using only. the waltzes, chore lea, end 
· marohea contained in the method. 
CHAPTER XY! 
THE VIC'fOR METH<D BOOK I· 
This method was written by.John F. Victor, and published in 1933 
by the Victor Publishing Company. It enjoyed a oanparatively high degree 
of popularity after its revision in 1936, but with the advent of newer 
end more progressive method books, its popularity has now waned. The 
Victor t.:ethod is e four-year c.ourse, containing four books. Since moat 
of the beginners 1 problems are met in Book I, and the subsequent books 
follow the same procedure, only Book I will be discussed. 
H~------------~----------
The salient feature of Book I is its very thorough written 
presentation of the rudiments of music, characteristics and care of 
the vurious instruments, tongueing, breathing, and tone production.o 'Che 
correct embouchure of ea oh instrument is indicated by better than average 
photographs. These explanations occupy the first 22 pa gas of the book~ 
It is, however, not a particularly efficient book; due mainly to its 
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apparent lack of a goal, and to the feet that almost half of the exercises 
are confined to preliminary pr.e-onsemble drill.; This last factor tends 
to place the book in the category of an individual method, rather than 
that of a band ensemble method. 
The procedure consists of .212 exercises, lOi of which are pre-
ensemble individual exercises in half and whole notes that develop 
almost all of the notes on each instrument. The ensemble exe_roises 
contain 83 unisonal drills and tunes. and 28 two and three part pieces. 
The fingering charts are complete. There are no supplementary exercises 
after the ensemble work is begun. The exercises are_ not numbered in any 
systematic fonn, though the preliminary exercises are divided into lessons 
8! 
for convenience in making assignments. Fully half of the ensemble 
exercises are un-numbered. The footnote explanations are olear and 
appropriate~ 
The following is an ootline indicating the sequence of problems 
attacked in the method: 
Pre-ensemble Individual Exercises. 53 exercises presenting whole notes. 
Brass nototion progress to fifth fundamental. Clarinets oross the break 
in 22nd exercise. (middle C to high G) 
1~------------~~----~~---------
Preliminary Exercises. 48 exeroises prasent:l.ng half and quarter nates. 
Ensemble Exercises. ·whole notes and rests developed in unison and duets 















Drill on all intervals in half notes. 
Presentation of half' rests. Drill in unison and duets. 
Presentation of slurs in half notes. 
Ear training with 3 and 4 part ohorals. 
Development of quarter notes. Stepwise, and intervals of 
a third. (Clarinets proceed to high E above the staff)· 
Presentation of quarter rests: '1 )) ) II ) 7.)) ~. 
Further development of whole~ half'. and quarter rests.; 
Presentation of syncopation: ) t"'j ) l ) ,y ) l·. 
Presentation of' dots: d.) (. 
Presentation of the tie: t"'Jj ) II rJ. ,1~.1 ) ) ) }. 
Further development of rests. 





2/4 time. Further development of syncopation • 
. Rhythm: } Jj_-l J }. 
Present:>tion of keys of Eb, F, and Ab. · 
Presentation of slurs. 
Eighth notes: ) } ) ..J , otc. 
Eighth rests: .r::rJ 't ll )J l,.f II J ~ ,f'i (( 
Development of quarter, eighth notes and rests. 
· , , 1\ 1 r> 1 1 n 1 n Presentation of dotted quarter: 111 • , , • ~ . * ,, , , , -· -
Cut time. Pregressi.ng i'rcmwhole to relf' to qua:rte;r notes. 
Presenting the scales of' Aar1d E 111inor, Db ~nd D major. __ _ 
u~~----~---------
This method. has many shortcomings and weaknesses in procedure. 
Too muoh time is devoted to individua 1 pre-ensemble exercises I which 
creates an unne<ressary burden for the tencher, because he must supervise 
each section alone for fully half a semester. Since the problems pre-
sented in the preliminary exercises are mainly tone production, extention 
of range in half' and whole notes, the method coold easily have been de-
signed to embrace the whole ensemble instead of individual or sectional 
work. 
All of the rhythmic problems are inadequately presented, and the 
ultimate, drill is either neglected or unfortunately postponed. The 
presentation of' rests is delayed muoh too long. No rests occur until 
102 exercises have been ocm.pleted. Then the whole rest is finally pre-
sented. In np case is any rest presented a long with i t_s relative note. 
The use of ke~rs is injudicious inasmuch as the dri 11 in one key 
is overdone. The· first 167 exercises are played in the key of Concert 
Bb, arid the results of' a procedure such as thiS will obvioosly be bad. 
Only three new keys ere presented in the subsequent drills, Namely: 
~-.~~' _I,QII!!Mil!,l!l!J&!IIIIii!J1iij.l!l!l£1!1.19!£!11111.111l .I!I&IMM!IIftl!WI. !l!!WllARMill. m. ···--• lllllua.•~,.,.,..,...., ___ _,_..-------·-- ___ . _______ _ 
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Concert Eb, F, and Ab, and their development is inoanplete since only 
36 exercises remained in the book at the time of their introduction. 
The last 4 e:xerci se in the book are devoted to Concert A end E Minor, 
and D and Db Major soa lee and exercises. 
The ran.ge progression is very fast, but alternate notes an 
octave lowe~ are given, with the caution not to strain for the high 
nates. This is a good feature, because it allows for individual differ-
e:c.ces, and coes not retard the better students .. ld; no time in the book 
is the actual band situation encountered. AlJ_ instri.Ullents play melody'-----
or chorale type harmony, and rhythmic af'terbeats or separation. of section 
occur. 
It can be seen, that to proceed from this method to a regular band 
book would be impossible without much supplementary material. The time 
length of the book should be at least one semester, and if Book II of 
the Vic'!:or course were used, no marches or selections could be played 
during the i'irst year of instructione This s1own~ss and aimlessness 
of procedure would tend to· discourage the use of this book in the 
·average school. Vfith the exception of the fingering drill received in 
the exercises developing the quarter note_ and the oanplete explanation 
of the mechanics of playing, the Victor Method, as a whole, is quite 
unsatisfactory for use in developing beginning. musicians • 
. . 
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THE WORLD 01<, MUSIC BAND COURSE - Revelli 
This method was published by Ginn and Company in 1937. It was 
written by three specialists in Public SchoolNusic: '!villiam D.Revelli. 
DirectQr of Bands at tho University of Michigan, Victor L.F. Rebman, 
Director of the Department of. Music at Ithaca College, and Charles B. 
Rightor of the University of Iowa. The band arrangements v-.-ere made by 
G. E. Holmes of the Vandesoook School of Musio$ Chicago. _In spite of' 
this academic and imposing array ·of authors,. the procedure of this method 
is exceptionally inade(luate and aimless, with no apparent purpose or 
goal other than allowing the pupils to become acquainted with simple 
notation. .Much supplementary material must be employed in conjunction 
with this method to enjoy even a nomina 1 success with a beginning 
school band. 
The various books of this methOd that were studied for this thesis, 
were obtained fran the music library of the College of the Pacific. These 
books were an abbreviated edition, and contain only 113 exercises. The 
regular il'iorld Or Music course contains ciler 300 exercises. These 
additional exercises follow the ~me ·unes of procedure as the first part 
of the book. .The· development of anything but chorale music is neglected. 
In observing Mr. Revell! conduct varioos clinics at the 1940 N •. M. E· A. 
Conference, it can be understood why the book stresses intonation irt .. 
preference to the other problems confronted by beginning ensembles,. 
Mr. Revelli is very positive that intonation should be the prime requisite 
of a band. 'He said at the conference, ''V1!hen this is perfected the 





'rhis method, havtever, has developed one feature of instruction 
to a far greeter degree of adequacy than any other method oo the market. 
This feature is the oanpletenes s of the preliminary instructions per-
taining to the care of the instrument, tone .production, breathing, and 
the correct playing posture employed in instrumenta 1 technique. The 
written instructions are complete and correct, with exceptionally clear 
pictorial representatiOnS Of embOUChUre I holding Of the instrument 1 and 
·_one _or more close-up piotures of' each instrum.ent with the keys numbered 
in relationship to thELfingering charts. Fully six pages are devoted 
to the explanation or prolii'llinary procedure. 
Other than this one feature, the World of Music does not accomplish 
much in the way of developing band music arid. musicians. No actual band 
situation is encountered during the whole procedure. All instruments, 
including horns and basses, play the· same figures. In other word.s, this 
method requires 113 exercises to acoanplish what most of the other 
methods do in 25, arid in a much more pro.gressive manner, than is used in. 
the World of Music.· 
No footnote explanations or cautions are given. ·The students are 
left completely in the dark as to the oharaoter.istios of' the various 
problems tmt are studied, because there are no titles or any definition 
of' terms, and problems, connected with any of the exercises. A 
teacher would find it a hard task t9 motivate the· students to practice, 
and to take ari interest in the proceedings because the tna teria 1 used is 
v:ery uninteresting~· The folk songs· that are used are, as a whole,· 
completely unfamiliar, and not very tuneful. 
The material consists of' 46 eight measur'3 pret.ensemble exercises, 
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31 unisonal exercises, and 35 full band choral type exercises. Sus-
taiz'ied notes are used almost exclusively. Very few rests are Used in 
the procedure. rhe rang•.'l progression is fairly even and uniform. 
The following is a general outline indicating the sequence of 
problems attacked in the method: 
Ex. 1 18 Whole notes and rests. (Keys: Bb, and Ab, and Eb). 
Ex. 19 ... 22 Half notes, rests. (Key of Eb) 
~. 23 3_4 _ Quarter notes. (Keys: Eb, Bb, and Al-. \ .o..u I 
Ex. 35 - 461 Extending the ronge. Clarinets play low _C,tto high Gq ,---
brasses play to one to note above the third fundamental. 
Ex. 47 -53 Unisonal ensemble. Review of whole, half_, and quarter notes, 
and · i3.xtenti on of range. ( Brasses t.o fourth fundamental) 
Ex. 54 - 56 Slurs •. 
Ex. 57 - 77 Review. Presentation of the key of F. 
Ex. 78 - 84 
Ex. 85 - 89 
Ex. 90 - 92 
Ex. 93 
Review. Presentation of accidents ls and new notes-. 
. . \ \J 'I n-n rrn I Presentation of eighth notes:-'# , -'''' ,.-,.,. \ · 
and furthe·r development. 2/4 and 3/4 time develop-ed. 
RE)view of -quart<Jr and half notes. Two ,folk songs. 
Quarter rests introduced: J T .J r 1 ) 1 ) l I etc. 
Ex. 94 - 101 New notes, and review. 
. . 
Ex. 102 .Scale of C irt quart~~ notes •. 
Ex. 103 French folk song. 
·. Mit\ \If Ex. 104 - 106 Pres12nta_tion of dotted quarter notes: ~, * , ~. * . 
and rurther deve~opnient. · "'-"' 
Ex. 107 - 112 Ties; review of dotted quarter nates, quarter rests, 
dynamic marks. 
1 . . 
Ex. 1 - 46 are individual or sectional preparatory studies and not play-









)J)., I JJ 1 Yl Eighth rests presented: Ex. 113 etc. 
As a whole, this method is inadequate and ineffectual. The 
problems are not presented in a manner that will give a student an 
understanding of' the pri:nciples involved. An idea of the :l.noanpletness 
of' presentation will be noted in the introduction of quarter notes in 
Ex. 23, with no reference to quarter rests, except those used after a 
. I I dotted half note: O• 'I . Quarter rests were ignored, in direct connection 
I 
with quarter notes, until Ex. 86 and 87, when they appeared in two folk 
songs at the end of each four measure cadence as follows: ) T I . They 
reappeared in only three eight measure exercises (93, 108, and 109) as 
a. definite rhythmic problem, and then disappeared for the rest of the 
procedure of the book. In su.'Tlilling up this inadequacy of the development 
o:f one of the most fundaments 1 rhythmic problems a student must master, 
It wa:s noted that the canplete .number of quarter rests oonta ined in the 
I method was 103, 69 of which were used: 0 · ~· , 14 of which were used: 
.J+Jl , and the remaining 24 were used as they should be in· Ex. 93, . 
108, and 109. This inadequacy was abo evidenced in the use of' eight 
rests, which appeared only in the 1ast exercise in 'the. book. 
The conclusion may be drawn that the only result gained from 
the 113 exercises in this method would be the ability to play whole 
and half notes and their rests, and the chr orrlat io seale in a limited 
range. The playing of actual beginning band musio is imposqible, because 
of the limited rhythm1e materia 1 presentPd. Five keys were presented 
during the procedure, but only one exer.oise contained a O(Jilplete seale •. 
The only constructive factor of this method would be the intonational 
development ooouring while the 113 e.xeroises. are played. 




In view of the diff'ioulties arising in the presentation of a co-
herent o~~arison or the numerous methods studied in this s~rvey, three 
comparison tables have been prepared. These tables outline the general 
effectiveness with which the methods present and develop the essentials 
i b i i h " _,_,_ - • .. _.' 1 • ·- -' .1. . n +'-J,-"' T-nt,·r-oa'·uo+J.· on or" tn" • J.. s _n _eg...:nn_ng .,..ano me1'noc.s -s cul: ... l.neu y ~ ... ... ... 
thesis. (p 3) 
Table !;presents at a glance, the number of Uniscnal, harmonized, 
pre-ansenible, and supp lemen tf:try exeroi sea o en tai ned in each method, and 
a table indica.ting the interest of the procedure to the s-tudent and 
teacher. It-will be noted that there is a high correlation between the. 
number of. harmonized tunes contained in a method and the interest_ of' th-e 
procedure involved. Nat·urally the writer of a method book who is aware 
or the imporbanoe of meaningful material in the form of' harmonized pieces 
will deSign his unisonal and drill exercises in as interesting a manner 
as is possible. 
Table 2 presents ·a table containing a -general desoription of the 
preli.m.ina~J instructions:, playing pasi tion, fingering chart,. footnote 
explanations, and the method of counting. The adjeoti'ves used are "oom"" 
pl-ote", "adequate 1', ·and "inadequate". "COmplete;' ind ioates that the 
instructions are so olcarlywritten as to enable the student to under-
-_atand and foll~ the omtents quite easily. "Adequate" indicates that 
thl!!) instructions are f'a:biy well presented, but to be canpletely under-
stood by th6 student, teacher help .inust be utilized. "Inadequate~ indi-
cates that H·tt 1~ or no ins·truotions are given. 




to th0 presentatioo of the funclamentalo of music, with the following ad-
jGotives to describe the manner in which the problems are presented and 
developed: "complete", "adequate'', "inadequate", and "incomplete". 
"CO!Ilplete" indicates th'lt the problem is developed in suoh a clear mnn-
ner ae to insure immediate insight into the problem. "Adequate'' indi• 
cates that the presentation of the problem is fairly clea:rly presented, 
but the development ia not sufi'ioient at that stage of instruction to 
obtain the required mastery. "Inadequate" indioates that the presenta-
haphaztlrdly done or p'ostponed for. an ultimately weak return at a later 
time in the procodur.,. "Incomplete" indicates that the presentation is 
abrupt and in an incomplet·e form that confuses rather than enlightens 
the student, and that the development is neglected or completely omitted. 
In addition to their evaluation in tlf.e Comparison Sheets, the 
methods have been placed in three classes showin~ general completeness, 
~dequacy, and inadequa~Y'J and as a final step in the comparison, the 
methodr have been listed according to their probable effectiveness and 














j TABLE l 90 
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i H.ARMO- PRE- SUP 1-'LEi'.fE:t-YTARY INT:·~REST ., 





i BLOWING 41 23 18 none none med. 
i 
j BUILDING 
l T$ BAND A 
't Chenette 115 68 43 none none med. II ., 
! ;' 
I 
EDUCATOR- - -f - - -- -- - -




van Dausen 124 36 84 2 2 high 
FILLMORE 
Fulton 52 9 23 20 none hie:h 
FOUNDATION' 12 
. G:rif'fen 84 .57 27 (II) (~_larinet§l_ ined. 
GOLDY...AN 73 34 39 none none low 
LOCKHART- ~41 218 23 none none low 
MADDY-
GIDDINGS-- 83. 43 40 none none hi'h ... e- ... 
MANCINI 260 184, 23 20 33 med. 
MOORE 90 none 90 none none hi~h 
SHORT-CUT 
Metcalf 88 none 88 14 . none hit!h 
SMITH - ... 
YODER -
B:AGIDUN 174 100 66 none. 8 hh:h 
ST~-:P BY 
STEP. 86 none 86 none none hi!!:h 
VICTOR 212 83 28 101 none med. 
WORLD OF 




DESCRIPTION FOOTNOTE l-'ETECD 
PRELIMINARY OF PUYING FINGERING EX• OF 
'11ETHOD INSTRUCTIONS POSITION CHARTS PLANATIONS C Otrr;r IXG 
COMPlETE N J\.l Mancini adeauate (written) adeqg!lte CO'!PLSTE 
Metcalf· adeauAte adeaunte adeoua·te adequate ~tit 
in- in- in- l t t t van Deuse.n adeouate none ade_QUate ad eouate -complete 
Moore complete fwri ttcm;..,..,i ot.) 
-~ 
ade~uate ad~quate 1 ~~ 2 &_ 
Step by };>()0!" -
Step -
----
niotures adequate 1 i'~ ? ..L none none 
~ poor 
Foundation adeouate P:i.otures complete adequate 1 & 2 <~: 
Smith - complete J t t i Yoder - adequate (wr.ittentpict.) · adequate oornplete 
Bachman 
. I 
Goldman 0 0 0 0 none 
Maddy - adequate. 
Giddings fair- (pictorial) adequate none none 
Bowing & adequate 1 & 2 & 
Blowing adequate {P.i ct oria ll adEtguate complete 
Barnhouse none none none adequate 1 & 2 & 
World ot cc:mplete ccm.pletll adequate none none 
Music (wri tten-tPi ct.) 
Lockhart adequate sdeq,~ate adequate none 1 t°C 2 & 
Chenette complete adequate adequate complete B a B £1 
inadequate in-
~-tit Fulton adequate (written} . adequat$ adequate 
. c001plete 
!fii Victor complete (written;piot.) none oomplete 
~------
WHOLE HALF QUARTER EIGHTH 
METHOD NOTES NOTES NOTES 11'-QTES 
BOWING &. 2 1 3 3 
.. BLOWil-J'G inad. inad .. inad. ina d. 
-
BUILDING 6 7 7 7 
THE BAND ad. ad. inc .. inc. 
Chenette 
EDUCA'l'OR 1 5 4 4 
BARllHOUSE ina d. ad. ina d. ina d. -
EL BAND cs __ 7__._. _._3_ -.-4------ -------7--- --
·van DEUSEN ad. ad. ad. ad. 
FII..LMORE 9 2 3 2 
Fulton ad .. ad. · inad. inc. 
FOUNDATION 12 12 8 3 
Griffen com .. com. ad. inad. 
GOLDMAN 10 1 5 2 
ad. inc. inc. inc. 
._,__~ 
LOCK:ff./l..RT 9 11 26 3 
ad. ad. ad. inc. 
MADDY- 0 0 0 0 
GIDDINGS 
MANCINI 30 27 16 24 
com .. com. ·com. com. 
MOORE 5 2 2 2 
ad. inad. inad. . inad. 
13 1 19 SHORT CUT 7 
Metcalf com •. . ino .. oom. ad. 
SMITH- 8 15 14 .. 12 
YODER- ad. oom. com. ad. .. 
BA~CHMAN 
STEP. BY .'0 0 . 31 ·2 
STEP com. inad. 
VICTOR 55 2 2 12 
oom. inad. ·inad. com. 
WORLD OF 16 3 . 11 4 
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I ad. 
1 i 1 
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com. , ad. com. · com.. co~:t• ad. oom. uniform ad. 
-··---+---,.-,. ·.....J-------ir-----'-+-...;.._---r---,i---~~---· -----t-~----+------+-,...._...,.----'-
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We may divide the method books that v:ere studied in this survey 
into tho following three c le ssif:lcatious: 
Cbas I. Methods which are complete in themselves, containing the pre-
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sentation and development of all problems in a manner that wi 11 
· enable the students to adequately bridge the gap between 
Beginning Ensemble and Second Band. 
Class II. Methods which are adequate for the ultimate transition from 
elementary to more advanced band work, but in which the pro-
cedure ~aoks either clear presente.tion, or thorough develop-
ment of the problems. For better results .and less work on 
tho pert of.' the student end teacher, supplementary material 
of one type or other is recommended. 
Class III. Methods which are incomplete, ie.cking whole phest.'!ls of' the 
procedure necessary in the mastery of.' the fundamentals of 
music. ·rhe use of supplementary materia 1 is imperative to 
obtain any kind of.' a result v.rith a beginning group. On 
the other hand, these books usually emphasize a particular 
phase of instruction that the other books, due to lack of 
· · spaoe., are forced to neglect, and are therefore more useful 
as supplements to other method books, than as a regular 
beginning ensemble procedure. 
· In studying the cemperisori charts of the various methods, it can 
readily be seen that no method book in the survey is totally complete. 
Naturally, no book o£ this type oan be canplete because .of the time 
·limite. It is unfortunate that so little time is given to pr.esent day 



















te.soher to build a band in a hurry, at all costs, is so great that he 
must use e streamlined procedure to show results, and iri many oases, to 
hold his job. It is a far cry fran the old European type o:f' tAaoher, 
who kept a beginner on a few long tones for a full year in order to 
obtain the correct attitude, e beolute ly o orrect em bouohure, and controi 
of his instrument; to the modern school teacher who has his students march-
ing on the football field at the beginning of their second year of in-
struotion. Since this is the oase., however, we must make the best of a 
bad situation, end do the most mudcianly_job-the-t-i-s-po~st-o~in the 
short time alloted: us. In placing the method books in the three class-
ifications mentioned above, it is rny opinion that· only four could be 
included in Class I:. Metcalf's Short Cut Method; Smith, Yoder,Bao~an's 
Ensemble Band Moth~; van Deusen's Elementary Band Course; and :Mancini's 
Band Training Course;, It is interesting tonote 1 that all of these methode, 
with the exoepti~n of one, were published in 1939, showing that the'_.-, 
inadequacy of the other methods has been evident, and that better pro-
oedure has been needed. One faotor that places these methodsin Class I 
is their complete and logical presentation of problems, and their 
application to the future band situation• Difficult problems· such as 
dotted notes, 6/8 and cut time, and scale and arpeggio studies are 
definitely emphasized. Another factor that places these methods in a 
superior class is the .high ratt;t of interest involved in the prooeoure. 
Tuneful pieces are used whenever possible in developing each new problem, 
with each tune subtly containing the <3iffioult fa otors of the problem. · 
Mancini's method is perhaps laoking in the interest that the other three 
books contain, but since his presentation and development of all problems 
id so exceptionally thorough;, I cannot anit his book fran Class I. 
Th., books that wero placed in Class II ar~ the followingf 
The Moore Band Course,: Fulton's Fillmore Be~inners' Band Book; Bow'l.ng 
and Blowinr.;; Step by Stop; Griffen' a Foundation to Band Plo.ying; 
·Barnhouse's The 8ducator; The Lockhart Band·Cla.ss 11ethod; Revelli's 
World of Music; The Viotor r.:!ethod • 
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These books are all able to develop a band but unfortunately ~r.oy 
are deficient in one or more phases of instruction.. One weakness common 
to each of these books is the incompleteness of the ultimate develop~~nt 
number of exercises, sometimes only one, and then the procedure immediately 
veers to some other problem, end does not return for development until 
much late·r, and sometimes not at all. Another weakness revealed ·by a 
glance at the Comparison Sheets is that few of the probl001s pertinent 
to the actual playing situation encountered in band music are adequ&tely 
presented. The new situation is usually presented. inadequately or even· 
incompletely, a 11 of which leads to eventually puzzled, discouraged, and . 
finally indifferent students. In many cases, the problem is presented· 
abruptly, but with clear footnote explanations, and· yet the development 
is not complete enough for the stud;~mt to master the problEilJ"l without 
much concentration and even rote. An exal!lple of this type of present-
ation is the dotted quarter note, which is presented abruptl~ in its 
. 1 {) . . 
rer,ular f'orm:#•.-. with further explanation or later use allo·Nir.g for 
eventual mastet-y, but as a whole quite inodequate. In other cases, a 
problem is pre~Jertted in one form only. with little explanation~ no 
development whatsoever, suoh as 6/8 time with the 
. \~\() 
solits.ry figure • _. ..... > 
. ·. );t, i or dotted notes ., ,., 
1 
eto. 
1cr. Lockhart's presentation of the dotted quarter note lp.44) with van 











Yiith s~ch prooedure, the student is completely at sea, and the teocher 
must bring in supplementary material, or do muoh work at the blackboard 
This inadequ&oy and even incompleteness :i.n presentation of the various 
problems can be seen by referring t·o the various Sequence of Problans· 
Outline in each chapter of this thesis. The number af exercises given 
to each problem before it progresses to another is shown in the Comparison 
Sheet. V!hen one compares the procedure used by the books in Class II 
with those of Class I, it is easier to see why they are placed in the 
category of C001plete end merely adequate. it can bo seen that to make 
the procedure eader for teacher and pupil, supplementary material 
should be utilized. 
Class III contains only three methods: The Goldman Band Svstem: 
Chenette's Building the )3and; and Maddy and Giddings' Universal ·Teacher. 
That tha§8 books are more suited as supplements than regular beginning 
methods will be evidenced by one glance at the· Comparison Sheet. 
Goldman• book neglects all problems-but those of whole notes, slurs; 
and scales. This is natural, since the book is designed for the develop-
ment of tone intonation and phrasing, and is definitely a reference book, 
and would b~ an asset to any band library. Chenette's book is considered 
a method book, but ·many im:portant problems are neglected in the procedure, 
which immediately makes the book impractieal. However, the book thoroughly 
develops chromatic notes, signature drill, and long tones 1 and· since these 
faqtors are not emphasized in the. other books, this method beeanes si~­
nif'icant as a supplement. As is the ease of Gol.dman's book, there is al~o 
a need for the materi~l contained in Building the Band. The Universal 
Teacher presents an.other phase of' instruction that many methOds lack, 
namely~ tuneful pieces that contain the various problems, and that a on-
(' 
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tribute to the development and, ultimate mastery of these problems. Since 
no d~.f'ini tt:J problems are presented, in spite _of Mr. Maddy's and Mr. 
Giddings theory and philosophy of instruotion, I place their book in the 
classification ot., n supplementf.try book rather than a method book • 
. ,.__ '~· ·-···- ....... _ ... , '... . .. ..,...· 
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